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Now a doctoral candidate in European history at the University of Denver, MELDON J. PREUSSER has made a thorough study of the life of Hugo
Seaberg and his role in the economic development of northeastern New
Mexico. The account of his activities in the sale of railroad land scrip is an
interesting addition to our knowledge of this rather neglected subject.
DANIEL TYLER'S article on Manuel Armijo is based on a paper which
won the Phi Alpha Theta history prize at The University of New Mexico
in 1968. Mr Tyler is a candidate for the doctorate in Southwestern history
at UNM.
We conclude DONALD M. POWELL'S valuable checklist in this issue and
look forward to the eventual publication of the complete work, which will
cover the years from 1846 to 1912.
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HUGO SEABERG AND HIS
LAND SCRIP ENTERPRISE

MELDON

J.

PREUSSER

in the late 1800'S displayed the turbulent growth and buoyant spirit of a new land coming of age. The
burgeoning population and expanding economy, along with the
multiform lawlessness indigenous to the region, created the lusty
environment that induced one young immigrant, Hugo Seaberg,
to make the Territory his home.
The occasion of Seaberg's arrival in this land so starkly different
from his native Sweden was meeting M. W. Mills, a prominent
Colfax County attorney. While visiting in Chicago in 1888, Mills
happened to make the acquaintance of the nineteen-year-old lad,
who was homesick and without work. When Mills offered him
fifteen dollars a month and room and board, Hugo immediately
set out for Springer, the Colfax County seat, to work in the Mills
family orchards.
After a couple of years Hugo began to strike out on his own,
selling real estate and insurance in the evenings while working for
Mills through the day. These enterprises developed in Seaberg
a frugal and aggressive business personality. By 1893 he was admitted to the New Mexico bar and began to cultivate a special
interest in land law. His familiarity with the legal aspects of real
estate ownership was the base of his professional career and of a
most original endeavor, the sale of railroad land scrip.
Any investment that provided attractive short-term returns immediately captured Seaberg's undivided attention, and land scrip
happily provided exactly what he so earnestly sought. By 1897,
NEW MEXICO TERRITORY
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shortly after the railroads began to sell land scrip, Seaberg had
become one of the most widely known and sought after scrip
dealers in the Southwest. He made most of his personal fortune
in this way, and the significance of his contribution to Southwestern history rests upon an understanding of the intricacies of
the scrip business, a viable but seldom considered land policy.
The application of land scrip to realty disposal came only after
a series of other methods of land development had failed. As used
in connection with railroad land, "land scrip" most often refers to
a written claim of "lieu land rights" offered to land-grant railroads by the federal government. The railroads availed themselves
of these written claims to the public domain as their compensation
for land within their original grant which, for some reason, was
not actually at their disposition. Such a claim, called a "lieu
right," entitled the railway company to lieu, or compensatory, land
of equal value and acreage to that which had been preempted by a
government claim of higher priority or by a private claim. The
railroad sold these written claims on the open market and allowed
the purchaser either to resell the rights to another purchaser, or,
in effect, to "cash" them with the government for a specified
acreage platted in a designated area of the public domain.
Seaberg purchased many of the lieu rights he handled from the
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, a subsidiary of the Atchison, Topeka,
and Santa Fe, although he also acquired some scrip from a variety
of other sources. This study is based primarily upon his correspondence with Santa Fe Pacific, which remained one of his chief
sources of scrip. Most of his correspondence relating to the scrip
industry details transactions with that company.
Federal land grants to railroad companies had begun in 1850 in
connection with the Illinois Central Railroad and continued until
I 87 I for western and southern railroads. Congress had allocated a
total of 180,000,000 acres of the public domain to the railroads
within this period of expansion. Of this amount, 9,848,354- 14
acres had been granted, in 1866, to a western railroad, the Atlantic
and Pacific, to be built from St. Louis to the west coast. 1 This
grant included every odd-numbered alternate section of non-
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mineral land for a distance of forty miles (25,600 acres) on either
side of the railroad's projected track through the Territories. This
was a generous grant in comparison with that of only ten alternate
sections (6,400 acres) allocated in the state of Kansas to the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad for each mile of mainline track.
The legislation for the Atlantic and Pacific grant also provided
for reserving indemnity or "in lieu" zones ten miles wide on each
side of the principal grant. Here, compensation in the form of lieu
land could be obtained for all acreage within the basic railroad land
grant not subject to appropriation at the time the grant was made.
In 1866, because of existing land claims and Indian reservations,
the Atlantic and Pacific was entitled to claim 1,120,337 acres of
indemnity, or lieu land. 2 Little of this acreage was to come from the
ten-mile-wide indemnity strip, however, because the "indemnity"
land either had not been surveyed or served to replace land that
had not been surveyed. 3 Under these circumstances the government could not know precise acreages or boundaries.
In 1873 the controlling interests in the Atlantic and Pacific fell
into the hands of its staunchest competitor, Thomas Scott of the
Texas and Pacific Railroad, who immediately allowed his new acquisition to slip into bankruptcy. Construction of the Atlantic and
Pacific line halted abruptly in Oklahoma. The following year a
group of new stockholders formed another corporation, the St.
Louis and San Francisco line (the Frisco), to purchase the land
grant. Because Eastern investors hesitated to place their confidence
and money in the underdeveloped lands of the Southwest, the
Atlantic and Pacific again failed. By 188o, when the Atchison,
Topeka, and Santa Fe line built into Albuquerque from the north,
a new opportunity for development of the western portion of the
Atlantic and Pacific grant arose. The Frisco and the Santa Fe
joined forces, divided the Atlantic and Pacific securities between
themselves, and began construction of a line westward from Albuquerque late the same year.
Just what happened to the Frisco's portion of the grant is not
clear, but in 1897 the Santa Fe created a new subsidiary, the Santa
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Fe Pacific Company, to manage its share of the grant from Isleta,
New Mexico, to Needles, California. The latter company's jurisdiction included not only the grant acreage, but also an additional
2,277,641.15 acres which the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
had acquired in payment for a debt it held from the Atlantic and
Pacific. 4 While the Santa Fe Pacific was engaged in the difficult
task of promoting the sale of its surplus land in the arid Southwest, it also had to cope with a growing national sentiment for
conservation of the country's natural resources. The forested areas
of the western United States, some of which lay within the limits
of the'Santa Fe Pacific's land grant, fell under the particular scrutiny and desire of the conservationists. The national legislation
which conservation sentiment provoked passed the Congress in
1891 and led directly to the establishment of lieu rights by another
Congressional action in 1897.
In the West, Congress followed a policy which it had not
attempted in the East. Beginning with the establishment of Yellowstone Park in 1872, the national legislature began to reserve certain types of public land from settlement. In 1891 Congress
authorized the President to withdraw public lands from private
entry by Executive Order, in order to create national parks and
monuments, national forests, and mineral reserve lands. Total
withdrawals in these categories eventually totaled 235,000,000
acres. 5
In 1893 President Benjamin Harrison's creation of the Grand
Canyon Forest Reserve directly affected the status of a sizeable
portion of the Santa Fe's land grant in north central Arizona. 6
Five years later a similar action by President William McKinley,
likewise bowing to the strengthening forces of conservation, established the San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve in eastern
Arizona,7 which affected another major portion of the railroad's
land grant. The boundaries of both these reserves enclosed much
of the railroad's land but did not preempt it. To eliminate the
necessity for the federal government to reimburse Santa Fe Pacific
for acreage lost in the creation of the National Forests, as the
reserves are called today, the Presidents excluded from the reserves
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all of the odd-numbered sections which the railroad had been
granted by its original charter of 1866.
This procedure of allowing land within a government reservation to remain unconsolidated and interspersed with sizeable acreages of "private" lands was quite unusual, but renewed criticism
of the government's policy toward the railroads would not allow
federal acquisition of the railroad lands in question. Public sentiment had turned against the railroads, as well as against the policy
of the federal government, which had put these tentacled "trusts"
into business by generous handouts of land. Hence, when the two
National Forests were created in Arizona, the Executive Orders
included no provision for the acquisition of the railroad land
within them. If there had been such a provision, the Santa Fe
Pacific would have been entitled to reimbursement for the lands
lost in the transaction, and new outcries against the collusion of
government and corporations would have been raised. No administration cared to draw unfavorable attention to itself by such an
action.
The ,checkerboard pattern created by the alternation of railroad
and goverriment land within the reserve soon proved impossible to
administer. By 1897 both parties agreed to an exchange of land, as
authorized by the Civil Sundry Appropriation Bill of June 4,
1897.8 At the time of its passage, the bill applied only to the railroad land in the Grand Canyon Forest Reserve, but its authority
would again be invoked to provide the road with lieu rights in
compensation for lands in the San Francisco Mountains Forest
Reserve established in 1898. Although the lieu land provision
intended the small settler to be its principal beneficiary, it actually
benefited the railroads to a much greater degree, since the railroads
owned most of the privately held land within the forest resc:rrve
boundaries.
The Santa Fe Pacific deeded 552,238 acres to the government
to consolidate the federal holdings within the forest reserves. In
return, the railroad received 180,000 acres of lieu land rights
which it might locate elsewhere. 9 The Santa Fe kept some of these
rights for itself but sold the bulk of them to dealers, like Hugo
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Seaberg, who, in tum, made them available to individual investors.
Thus, the railroad liquidated its land holdings to its own financial
gain, as well as that of the scrip dealer. The purchasers of the
scrip, like the colonists brought west by many of the other railroads, would settle on the land, cultivate and graze it, and become
contributors to the local economy and, ultimately, to the railroad
itself.
Since the federal government authorized the use of land scrip,
or "railroad scrip," as it was sometimes called, and since it represented a block of land which gave it value, the scrip document
could be used as negotiable currency, although this was uncommon in the late 1890'S. In the scrip document itself, the Santa Fe
Pacific certified that it had previously surrendered to the United
States a speCifically described parcel of land and that it authorized
the purchaser, as the railroad's attorney in fact, to exercise its lieu
right in selecting equal acreage elsewhere. With the name of the
purchaser entered in the blank space assigned for it, and the signature of the proper company official, the scrip became negotiable.
The railroad issued scrip in forty-acre denominations, the smallest
legal subdivision of land, or in multiples of forty acres.
Santa Fe Pacific acquired the right to additional lieu lands when
the government created the Petrified Forest National Park, Chaco
Canyon National Monument, the Navaho and Hualpai Indian
reservations in Arizona, and the Laguna Pueblo reservation in
New Mexico. All told, between 1897 and 1900, the railroad returned to the government 1,640,796.30 acres in New Mexico and
Arizona, for which Santa Fe Pacific received 1,313,393.86 acres
in lieu rights. 10
Most scrip dealers handled a variety of the paper and advertised
their holdings throughout the nearby region, and thus built up a
clientele. Seaberg entered the scrip business in 1899, traveling and
advertising far more widely than most of his competitors. He had
established his reputation as a land lawyer and possessed excellent
working knowledge. of the different varieties of scrip and of the
various rights and locations that each type carried. After completing a sale, he carefully instructed his clients in the mechanics
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of using the scrip which they had purchased. "I want to fix the
matter in such a shape," he wrote, "that no possible loss by accident
or fraud could accrue to any person who should deal in this matter . . . through me."ll In the same letter, Seaberg explained that
the firm which issued the scrip actually located the land in its
own name before deeding it to the party who bought it through a
dealer. The applicant paid for the scrip simply by depositing the
required sum of money in the local bank to which the firm always
sent a copy of the contract to be signed by each party to the purchase and by the bank. Usually the scrip had to be paid for before
the title to the land could be definitely cleared, but on at least one
occasion, Seaberg assisted Henry Porter of Denver, Colorado, in
convincing a San Francisco scrip dealer to allow Porter to hold off
payment until a cleared title was issued. I2 Thus, Porter, who was
always fearful of buying scrip that could not be located precisely
where he wanted it, did not have to pay for his scrip until it was.
favorably located.
The procedure for filing scrip lands in the name of another person was somewhat more involved. If all the land desired was
vacant, the entry could be processed as usual, but if, in a series of
entries made simultaneously, one entry was found to be already occupied, then the whole series would be suspended and it was
necessary to make a new application. On occasion, depending most
probably on the disposition of the local land official, the multiple
entry was allowed to remain and the excess scrip became applicable
to some other selection. I3 Any erasures on the original application
made it liable to rejection by the land office, as a guard against
fraud. Seaberg observed that rejection was actually worse than no
entry, since it alerted the people in the neighborhood to the desirability of a particular plot. If this happened, anyone could refile
on the land by filling out the proper forms, and obtain the acreage,
leaving the original filer without anything to show for his efforts.
Henry Porter, one of Seaberg's most favored clients, seemed to
prefer filing his scrip in forty-acre plots. These small tracts were
much easier to locate than the large ones,14 but the cost of the locations was correspondingly higher. As Seaberg explained to Porter:
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For each location of a forty-acre plot, there is required a selection, a
deed to the Government, an abstract, then a deed to me and a deed
from me to you. All these have to be written, and many of them
recorded. 15

Although the extra expense amounted only to about thirty-five
cents per forty-acre lot, this small charge seemed to be a deterrent
to some prospective purchasers in 1903. The expense of handling
scrip remained high. Hugo once enumerated the steps in filing a
scrip entry:
Every piece of scrip required a deed to the Government from the
owner of the lieu land [Santa Fe Pacific railroad], a blank-selection
[to be filled in by the purchaser of the scrip], power of attorney to
locate [the land], power to take possession and convey [the land]
and abstract [the] title, and . . . the papers have to be sent to Flagstaff, Arizona, being the county seat where the land conveyed to the
U.S. is located, . . . consequently [the] abstract and recording must
originate there. 16

Of course, a variety of fees accompanied this rather involved procedure. In a letter to Howe1 Jones, the land commissioner of the
Santa Fe railway system (190 I - 1928) and one of his close personal
friends, Seaberg listed the fees which he had to consider in each
transaction. They included the fee for recording the deed which
relinquished the title of the land to the United States; a fee for
the abstract of the title; a fee for the taxes which might accrue on
base land after Seaberg had purchased the lieu rights and before
he could resell the land; a fee of $2.00 for each quarter section
filed with the Government Land Office; a fee for a "disinterested
person" who could make an affidavit that the base and lieu lands
were of equal quality (a stipulation added later by the Government); a fee to reimburse the Government for its office and field
expense in surveying the lieu; and finally, the conveying fee
assessed when the patent to the land was issued. 17
Beginning in 19°9, a new ruling which required that a notice
of each selection be published in the paper of the county where
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the entry was to be made added another cost, but this was to be
charged to the purchaser instead of to the seller. Seaberg, however,
assured his clients that he would continue to bear the cost of the
clerical work involved in the scrip sale. IS Beginning in 19°4,
affidavits that the land was to be used only for grazing or cultivation, and not for mining, were required. The land office rejected
entries not accompanied by these affidavits. 19
Porter once complained that excessive paperwork complicated
the scrip sale. His correspondence with Seaberg regarding correction of clerical errors in claims filed sometimes spanned more
than a year. Clerical inefficiency, misfiling, the understaffed and
overwhelmed Government Land Office in Washington, and the
failure of purchasers of scrip to follow proper entry procedures
most often caused these lengthy delays. Moreover, scrip from different sources had to be processed through different channels. The
Santa Fe Pacific scrip, for example, was always deeded directly to
Seaberg when he purchased it from the railroad. He then deeded
it to his clients. The Aztec Land and Cattle Company, a subsidiary
of the Frisco Railroad which disposed of a sizeable portion of the
scrip lands derived from the· original Atlantic and Pacific grant,
deeded its scrip directly to the person who made entry on it, even
though Seaberg actually sold it to the third party. The Company
invoked power of attorney to authorize the sale and completed
.
the title simply by recording the patent. 20
The zeal with which Seaberg pursued the sale of his scrip could
scarcely be excelled. His correspondence offers abundant testimony
to the constantly changing status of the scrip industry and to his
varying sales techniques. In a letter written in 19°2 he mentioned
that as much as 250,000 acres of scrip was available,21 but he,
like other dealers, realized that the supply would soon dwindle
and prices would rise. Competition among scrip agents tended to
keep the prices of the paper at a minimum and keep the agents'
commissions low. In 1900 Seaberg's commissions were as high as
fifty cents per acre,22 but within two years he mentioned to Porter
that a commission of ten cents per acre was not uncommon. 23
Prices for regular scrip ranged from $2.50 per acre in 1902 to
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$9.50 per acre in 1908. In 1908 Indian Exchange scrip sold for
$4-50 and soldiers' scrip for $8.00. Sometimes Seaberg dropped
hints that all was not well in the scrip business, and sometimes he
did more than just hint:
I am really beginning to question whether the Company is giving
me a fair chance in the matter [of scrip sales]; for instance in these
small holders' [transactions] . . . when there is a loss I have to
stand it, but where I find something of real value, such as that coal
scrip, then they [the Santa Fe Pacific?] want to get it back. I do not
like to be disagreeable with people that I have always considered my
friends, but it is hard sometimes to believe, that losses should only
gravitate in one direction. 24

His liaison with the Santa Fe Pacific worked famously for the most
part. The voluminous correspondence between Seaberg and
Howel Jones, the Santa Fe Pacific land commissioner, led to a
lasting friendship between the two men as well as being of immediate benefit to both of them.
In April 1902 President Roosevelt proclaimed an enlargement
of the San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve which yielded a
total of 225,000 acres of restricted lieu rights. 25 Santa Fe Pacific
held by far the largest number of these rights, with lesser quantities in the hands of the Aztec Land and Cattle Company, a
lumber corporation, and a few private individuals. The sum total
of the scripped acreage was 225,000 acres. 26 Only two months
later Seaberg explained in a letter to one of his clients that a
forest reserve had recently been consolidated to include some railroad lands and those of its principal grantees and that 225,000
acres of scrip had been freed in the transaction and were available
to him for purchase. 27 Not all of this scrip acreage would reach the
public market. The parties who surrendered their acreage within
the forest boundaries were entitled to draw upon the lieu selection
rights first.
The scrip market became unsettled in 1902 and alarmed the
famous Raton scrip dealer. In mid-year, he asked his friend Porter
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how much scrjp he would like to buy "at the usual low price." He
added, "Our people have as many acres as you could perhaps use,
possibly as much as two hundred and fifty thousand acres."28 Scrip
had been selling for three dollars an acre, although Seaberg
admitted the possibility of selling a 3,000-acre block at $2.50 per
acre if his friend was interested in buying that much land. 29
By the end of the year, such large tracts were no longer available, and the price of scrip rose sharply. John Benson, a San Francisco scrip dealer, wrote: "It [scrip] is not nearly so plentiful as it
was, and the price of [such] as we now handle has materially advanced."30 The letter indicated that the price of restricted scrip
had risen from the base two dollars and fifty cents per acre to approximately three dollars per acre. "I am satisfied," Seaberg wrote,
"this scrip will sell at $4 and over soon as the supply is being
exhausted fast." He further advised Porter that "if I had the cash
to spare I would take a couple thousand acres extra to hold for an
advance. I do not know how much they have left yet, but likely
four or five thousand acres."31
In this letter to Porter, Seaberg quoted the prices of a variety
of scrip he had available. A thousand acres could sell for $2.85
per acre, a small amount of scrip that could be located in Colorado
would sell for $5.75 (including a 25 cent per acre commission),
and some unrestricted scrip would bring $6.50 per aGre. Hugo
explained why the last type was more expensive:
They are using. it on timber lands up in the North. It looks to me
there are one or two more forrest [sic] reserves comming [sic] in of
the unrestricted kind, and it is barely possible it may not advance
as rapidly as the restricted. 32

The railroad scrupulously controlled its supply of scrip, and, by
adjusting its prices, sought to suppress speculation. Not all of the
scrip available at a certain time was thrown on the market at one
time. The current price was determined, consequently, by the
amount and price of the block of scrip on hand. This policy often
restricted Seaberg's speculative tendencies. He once bought a
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10,00o-acre block of scrip on condition that "it must be used
promptly. . . they will not permit me to put away to use at my
convenience."33 He continued:
The reason why they will not allow me to save the scrip for future
use is that according to contracts they have with the Secretary of the
Interior, they cannot get any unrestricted scrip until they have used
up the restricted, and they are anxious to get the unrestricted on the
market as there seems to be more money in that to them.

Hugo also considered that an impending settlement of a sizeable
number of immigrants "from the Boer country" would absorb
about a million acres from the open land market, and would contribute substantially to the steadily advancing price of land. 34
By early 1903, Hugo could still see no improvement in the
scrip situation. "So far as I know now there is no scrip to be had
anywhere for a year," he confided, "except the 7,000 acres which
I yet have unsold."35 In an attempt to dispose of this remaining
quantity, he reported:
A whole lot of people have been procrastinating thinking the scrip
will be getting cheaper and if you could see the large quantity of
inquiries I have for this parricular [sic] class of scrip you wanted the
enormous demand there is for it with no supply to speak of hardly.36

More scrip became available shortly afterwards, but its price
steadily spiralled, eventually reaching eleven dollars per acre in
1907, the highest quotation listed in Seaberg's correspondence. 37
Seaberg's confidence in the future of the scrip industry may
have been temporarily shaken in 1902, but after the brief period
of tumult, his characteristic optimism soon returned. By mid-I 904
his penchant for the spectacular shone again in his efforts to form
a scrip syndicate. He proposed that ten men buy 5,000 acres each
of restricted scrip, thus creating a 5o,000-acre reserve to hold for
resale at an advanced price. The possibility of developing this vast
acreage into a ranching or similar enterprise was probably not part
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of Hugo's plan. Since Porter was in no way interested in this proposal, no further mention was made of it. If something had actually come of this idea, Seaberg would doubtless have reminded
Porter of the opportunity he had missed. 38
Hugo retained his optimism even through the. unsteady
economy of 19°7 and 1908; In a circular sent to all the banks of
New Mexico, he cleverly asserted with his characteristic verve:
You have probably noticed that during the eleven months of limited
activity since the panic, that safe land scrip has not declined in price.
This is signincant. We are now approaching a period of great activity,
which is expected to last several years. If the future may be judged by
the past, it is safe to predict that good land scrip is an investment. I
am in the business of buying, and then selling at a pront, which
answers the suggestion why don't I buy it all and keep it. But I am
taking some of my own 'medicine' prescribed above. Don't you want
some[?]39

He was willing to allow a twenty-five cent commission on each
acre of all the scrip orders sent him by the banks. Quite a generous
offer! He similarly exhibited his generosity when he offered
Porter some ten-dollar scrip for nine dollars and fifty cents. "In
consideration of your good will often manifested I make you this
special discount," he concluded. 40
Seaberg's widespread advertising, his familiarity with land law,
and his close connections with the Santa Fe Pacific Company, to
say nothing of his unrelenting ambition, made scrip enterprises
by far the most lucrative of his career. Greever, in his study of the
disposal of the Atlantic and Pacific land grant, mentioned that
Seaberg estimated in 1939 that his net profits from the sale of
Santa Fe and other varieties of scrip exceeded half a million
dollars. 41 On the occasion of Edward L. Engel's retirement from
the presidency of the Santa Fe railway system, Seaberg, like many
others who knew Engel personally, wrote to congratulate him. In
the lengthy letter, Engel's admirer reminisced on the careers that
each of them had dedicated to the Santa Fe and, in particular, to
the scrip business. Hugo recalled:
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The business I carried on with Mr. [Howel] Jones was only about
one half of the land scrip business that I transacted, and I made more
money per acre on scrip I bought from less financially strong individuals [than Jones and the Santa Fe Pacific], but all told I made
about two hundred thousand dollars. Some people thought a young
and· inexperienced individual, dealing with so large a corporation as
the Santa Fe should lose money rather than make a profit. That did
not apply to me. 42

The sum total of Seaberg's financial gain is actually not important. What is important is that he worked so satisfactorily and
profitably with the Santa Fe Pacific in helping it dispose of its
land. Greever indicated that Hugo bought lieu rights from the
Santa Fe Pacific Company amounting to 119,796.24 acres/ 3 although a Deed Book of the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, examined
by the author, revealed that he purchased a total of 136,633.41
acres. 44 Yet, this sum, according to his letter to Engel, represented
only about half of his total scrip purchases. The real estate records
of Colfax County, New Mexico, his residence for most of his life,
revealed that a total of 113,972.62 acres passed directly through
his hands in that county alone. 45 A breakdown of this figure indicated that in the county he bought 34,786.35 acres of lands with
scrip, and recorded sales of 54,006.59 acres. The Santa Fe Pacific
furnished 23,911.22 acres, or about two-thirds of the land he
bought. The records of lands transacted in Seaberg's name with
other than scrip deeds totaled 19,385.12 acres sold and only
5,794-56 acres purchased. This acreage consisted largely of individual land holdings purchased through sheriff sales or by outright
purchase from the owner. 46
The scrip business was lucrative, but the strain of the seemingly
endless negotiations for purchases, the fluctuating market, and the
pressure to unscramble land titles lost and mis£led in cluttered,
understaffed offices demanded a terrific price in terms of Seaberg's
physical well-being. He recalled:
This recent scrip game has been a nightmare and I am glad I
tackled it while young. There is a big difference playing the game as
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an officer with no personal responsibility, or as I have done: with
important personal results at stakeY

Late in 191 2 he began to detect the portents of a major personal
setback. One case for clearing a title had become particularly involved and caused him to comment: "If I am able to maintain my
mental equilibrium I shall not fall into another like it." Still, he
managed to maintain the enthusiasm which never failed him:
If I could with a magic wand touch the heavens and see all my [land]
patents shower down and thus clean up an agitation which has been
very torturous I would still say that I have been fortunate. 48

Nevertheless, within three months he suffered a nervous breakdown and was forced to recuperate in a Boulder, Colorado, hospital for a part of the summer of 1913. After this experience he
wrote to his friend that "my scrip troubles came very nearly costing
my life." He then asked Porter to postpone the payments due on
the note which Porter had been holding. He continued:
I am not requesting any more than I would be willing to have you
request me were the conditions reversed. It is all I can do to find
money to keep my business projects going properly, and I do not
want to revert to my previous worrying habit. I am getting well again,
and I will soon be able to make money as before. 49

Hugo's recovery was a speedy one, the only kind that would
have been satisfactory to him. His 1912 prediction that his business
would conclude satisfactorily, even though his physical endurance
was beginning to drain away,50 seemed near realization as his
health returned within the year. He spent his busiest and most
lucrative years handling Santa Fe Pacific scrip during 19141916.51 This favorable outcome to a situation which might have
ended in disaster led him to recall nostalgically, in 1939, that he
had spent most of the fortune he accumulated in the scrip industry,
on an adventure in politics, in building and maintaining his hotel
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in Raton, and in making a variety of other investments-all of
which ultimately were to fail.
The Great Depression took from Seaberg almost all he had won
in the eventful years preceding it. In 1937 his I 75-room hotel fell
into receivership and he and his wife Lottie moved to Trinidad,
Colorado, though Hugo continued his scant legal counseling in
Raton. Until his death in 1945 he tenaciously held to the idea of
someday regaining the wealth and reputation that had once spread
far beyond New Mexico.
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GRINGO VIEWS OF GOVERNOR MANUEL ARMIJO

DANIEL TYLER

BETWEEN 1821 and the outbreak of war with the United States
in 1846, no governor of New Mexico enjoyed a longer term in office than Manuel Armijo. He ruled from 1827 to 1829 and again
for all but eighteen months between 1837 and the arrival of
American troops in 1846. Though his tenure was relatively long
for a frontier governor, it was not without extreme pressures arising both from the state of political unrest in Mexico and the
zealous activities of non-Mexicans participating in the Santa Fe
trade. A lesser man, or one who was afraid to modify the laws to
suit frontier conditions, might have faltered. Not so Armijo! His
policies were both autocratic and arbitrary. The central government in Mexico City was neither stable enough nor sufficiently
afHuent to offer regular assistance, and Armijo pursued a course
of action directed primarily at keeping himself in power at the expense of dissident elements. That he remained governor for the
better part of ten difficult years is testimony to his instinct for
survival.
But Armijo was more than a governor, and because he acted in
the capacity of trader, judge, lawmaker, and soldier, opinions of
him varied among extremes. The reason for this variation is fairly
simple: Armijo used people in order to protect his office, his trade
arrangements, and his Department. Those who were useful were
rewarded and in turn spoke favorably of the governor. Others, interested in their own aggrandizement, became- the victims of
Armijo's justice, arbitrarily meted out and summarily executed.
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The same dichotomy existed in Armijo's relations with foreigners. Among his gringo 1 acquaintances, Armijo recognized friends
and enemies and many degrees of both. Consequently the gringo
view of Armijo is diverse and inconsistent. It is most important,
because the writings of Americans and other foreigners gave Armijo the popular image of a dishonest, self-seeking/ and vindictive
governor. Furthermore, official American views of Armijo's New
Mexico were undoubtedly inRuenced by the writings of sojourners, military men, and traders who were critical of the governor's
ethics. Very rarely were Armijo's problems understood. Those
who knew him best appreciated the economic and social problems
peculiar to New Mexico, and their judgments were usually tempered by extensive frontier experiences. But the preponderance of
commentaries filtering back to Washington displayed an antiMexican bias which served to convince expansion-minded politicians that Mexico needed to be absorbed by the more productive
Anglo-Saxons.
Among those who condemned Armijo and whose judgment
received wide circulation in official Washington were Josiah
Gregg and Manuel Alvarez. Gregg had business contacts with
Armijo and the Mexican customs houses between 1831 and 1840'
Because of a number of complications involving trade matters,
Gregg saw the governor as an "unmitigated tyrant."2 Manuel Alvarez, United States consul at Santa Fe between 1840 and 1846,
was equally displeased with Armijo because of his discrimination
against American traders and apparent unwillingness to ensure
American rights for American citizens in New Mexico. 3 His displeasure was expressed in numerous dispatches to the War Department.
But those who most eloquently castigated Armijo were those
who participated in the ill-fated Santa Fe expedition. None of
these men had a kind word for the governor. They were justified
in recounting their tale of capture and harsh treatment, but their
opinions of Armijo, written during or after a forced march to
Mexico, have been accorded disproportionate value by other
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writers. George Wilkins Kendall's account of his capture is a case
in point. He wrote:
I might detail many horrible murders which he [Armijo] has committed. I could relate many a thrilling story of his abuse of the rights
of women, that would make Saxon hearts bum with indignant fire;
. . . Assassinations, robberies, violent debauchery, extortions, and
innumerable acts of broken faith are themes upon which I am
armed with abundant and most veritable detail; but my readers
would sicken. 4

Certainly, Kendall felt abused. His hostility toward Mexicans in
general and Armijo in particular was due not only to the physical
discomforts suffered as a prisoner, but to the fact that his rights as
a passport-bearing American citizen had been violated. His sanguinary description of Armijo, however, was that of a newspaper
man who appreciated the reader interest which his purple prose
would generate. New Mexican gringos, who did not read the New
Orleans Picayune, thought better of Armijo.
Charles Bent, for example, Taos resident and trader, had considerably more faith in the governor. Bent was consistently critical
of local officials and of some of the Mexican traders; but he supplied Armijo with trade goods, and from these dealings, he believed that the governor's integrity was sufficiently praiseworthy.5
Another trader, James Josiah Webb, recognized a quality of
frontier honesty in Armijo, which, if not consistent with AngloAmerican standards, was at least suited to the economics of Mexican-American commercial relations. 6 In the same vein W. W. H.
Davis, writing at a later date, noted that even though Armijo
governed according to his own predilections and kept the majority
of people in superstition and ignorance, he was still "the most
distinguished man that New Mexico has ever produced."7 Coming
from a man wh<? was convinced that Americans were racially superior to Mexicans, this is a magnanimous compliment.
Perhaps the warmest expression of support came after Armijo's
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death and was offered by a close friend, Dr. Henry Connelly, in
the New Mexico legislative assembly:
Resolved, That this Council has heard with profound regret of the
death of our distinguished citizen, General Armijo, who expired on
the 9th day of this month. Resolved, That this Council offer the
most sincere condolence to the family and friends of General Armijo
and to the Territory for the loss of one of its greatest benefactors.
Resolved, That in respect to the memory and distinguished services
of General Armijo this Council now adjourn until 10 o'clock
tomorrow. s

Connelly may have been paying off a political debt, but later
writers, such as Hubert Howe Bancroft and Lansing Bartlett
Bloom, were aware of and pointed out the magnitude of Armijo's
administrative problems. 9 In a recent work, Ward Alan Minge
excuses many of Armijo's arbitrary acts in the light of the appalling shortage of funds available to the governor. Minge even
questions the authenticity of the belief that Armijo pocketed a
percentage of duties paid by the Santa Fe traders. lO Any conclusion that Armijo was merely a self-interested tyrant is both oversimplified and inaccurate. But the truth is hard to uncover.
The most diligent researchers have had difficulty in evaluating
conflicting reports of Armijo's behavior. Insufficient documentation has even confounded attempts to ascertain his true origin.
Gringos writing in the mid-nineteenth century tended to accept
the story of the governor's humble birth and rise to wealth as a
sheep thief, although it is pOSSible that he was actually born into a
wealthy family.ll Whatever the truth may have been, Armijo reinforced the self-made reputation that grew up around him. Unaware that others were listening, he once characterized himself in
a conversation with Mariano Martinez, who had temporarily
replaced him as governor of New Mexico in 1844, as follows:
. . . I have been stealing all my official life, and have got the money
in my pocket to show for it, but I don't see how he [Santa Anna]
has mended matters by sending you here, for I know your history
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and have known your course for years. You poor devil have been
stealing all your life, and today haven't got a dollar. Which is the
smartest man, and which is the best fitted to administer an economical government in New Mexico?12

The true Armijo was further obscured by his mercurial nature.
He was as likely to treat his gringo guests with unmatched politeness as he was to order their execution. His temper was volatile.
Calm and confident when the occasion called for it, he was also
cruel and vengeful when it suited his purpose.
But the most singular obstacle in the path of objective gringo
assessments of Armijo was the ethnocentric bias of the reporters
themselves. In the decade before the Mexican War, Manifest
Destiny was more than an intangible. Of the many official and
unofficial sojourners through Mexico during this period, very few
regarded the Mexicans as equals of the Anglo-Saxon race. This
attitude of racial superiority was the most significant of the many
factors causing confused and unreliable reports about Armijo and
the Mexican people. The theme was consistent: Mexicans were
inferior, and Americans would regenerate them. A few gringos
tried to understand and occasionally complimented the Mexicans
on their courtesy, hospitality, and friendliness. But in most cases,
Mexicans were judged by gringos who felt themselves superior.
The gringos' attitude was aggravated by their inability to obtain
justice through a reliable authority. Armijo quickly became· the
symbol of corrupt frontier efficiency. Since he was the "Legislature
as well as the executive-the judge and jury in all cases whatsoever-and united the whole government within himself," foreigners were continually forced to deal with Armijo on Armijo's
terms if they expected redress. IS There simply was no way around
Armijo. One either played. the game according to his rules or
suffered the consequences.
To gringos who considered themselves superior, this state of
affairs was particularly galling. The situation was exacerbated by
changes in the rules of the game when the Indian menace, shortage of revenue, and revolutions in the central government caused
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Armijo increasing concern. The gringo view of Armijo depended
upon Armijo's treatment of the gringo, and Armijo's treatment of
the gringo depended upon his administrative problems of governing New Mexico. The fewer administrative pressures Armijo
experienced, the more likely was he to treat the gringos hospitably
and the more favorable, in tum, would be the reports filed by
sojourners in Santa Fe.
The political upheaval of 1837 had a profound effect on resident Americans and Santa Fe traders. When the central government attempted to increase New Mexico's taxes and sent Albino
Perez as governor to oversee the collections, a revolt occurred.
When Perez was murdered and Jose Gonzales was elected to
replace him, Armijo proclaimed a cantrarrevaluci6n in favor of
federalism. With a group of discontented ficas, he marched on
Gonzales at La Canada. Gregg reported that Armijo's bravery was
somewhat suspect during this crisis, but the rebels were routed,
and Armijo again became governor of New Mexico.
Americans had reason to be hostile. Not only did Armijo consider restoring the taxes, but he confiscated property from a
number of Mexicans who owed considerable debts to American
traders. 14 Further, American merchants had loaned sizable sums
to the government with the understanding that they would receive
an adjustment in customs house fees. This relationship was important to merchants who risked heavy losses in crossing the
Plains, as well as to the government which was always short of
operating capitaP5 The revolution caused traders to be uneasy
about Armijo, and his apparent disregard for their property made
them highly critical of· his administration.
Foreign objections to Mexican justice were also rooted in the
apparent inability or unwillingness of the authorities to prosecute
suspected criminals. Writing from Taos in 1837, Charles Bent
requested Consul Manuel Alvarez to urge Governor Armijo to
appoint a court for the trial of a suspected murderer, William
Langford. 16 Apparently Armijo did nothing, for the murders continued, and in 1840 Bent again beseeched Alvarez to obtain some
action:
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We are all equally interested in having theas murderers punished.
This is the fourth merder that has bean committed on American
citizens within the last fue yeares, and as yet neather of the murderers have bean punished. Theas people think that it is too much
to put to death two or more men for the murder of one heritic, I
say, if thare be twenty conserned in the murder of one of uss let uss
insist upon the whole being punished, and with nothing short of
deathP

Alvarez made several entreaties to Armijo in an attempt to secure justice, but he became increasingly convinced that Armijo
was uninterested. Even when suspects were caught, the authorities allowed them to escape. Armijo was obviously concerned with
other problems, and when rumors of a Texan invasion reached
the Department of New Mexico, he became noticeably irritated
by Alvarez's requests for more effective enforcement of the law. Is
To the consul, Armijo appeared more interested in popular support than in defense of foreigners' rights. Alvarez concluded that
Armijo not only avoided enforcing the laws, but encouraged their
violation if, by so doing, he could effect some injury upon a foreigner, particularly a wealthy foreigner, and even more particularly a wealthy American. When the American David W. Spaulding purchased a marriage license from the vicar of Santa Fe, he
was charged thirty dollars above the fee exacted from Mexicans. I9
Even without this surcharge, a marriage license in New Mexico
cost $119.00.20 Spaulding complained to Alvarez, who appealed
to Armijo:
On May 24 [1841] I was replied to and informed, that, the Ecclesiastical classes being entirely independent of the civil authorities, his
Excellency could in no way compel the vicaria [to interfere].2I

Bent was equally distraught by the actions of the local priest,
who insisted upon informing Armijo that Bent was trading with
the "Youtah" Indians and was encouraging Indian attacks on the
Mexicans. Indeed, the priest was so concerned with Bent's activities that he accused the American of digging a hole from his house
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to the church and planting three kegs of powder which he was
planning to ignite on Good Friday.22 Bent wrote to Alvarez on
Christmas day:
We have had a dull Christmas heare, I believe the Priest was the
only merry person in town today, he is quite loving . . . I think he
is more sinsearly devoted to Baccus than any of the other Godes. 23

But Bent failed to draw the same conclusions as Alvarez. Alvarez
blamed Armijo for corruption in the church; Bent saw the problem
as a local matter which Armijo could and would resolve.
Indians' were also a source of friction between Armijo and the
gringos. Indians harassed the Santa Fe caravans. They stole sheep
and horses from outlying ranches, and by and large their depredations went unchecked. Armijo did not have adequate funds to conduct effective military excursions against them, though he made
several attempts. Instead, he believed that by making the Indians
dependent on the Department for trade goods, he could force them
into a position of economic dependence. But when, for example,
he issued instructions in 1839 to halt trading with the Apache,
Americans and Mexicans objected to having their lucrative gun
trade circumscribed. Consequently, Armijo found-it impossible to
enforce the boycott. 24 Bent tried to act as negotiator between the
Indians and the Mexican authorities, but did not realize that
Armijo suspected his motives. 25 Nor did Armijo think that anything could be gained by tentative agreements. He knew how easy
it was for one individual to destroy the most carefully arranged
treaty. But to the gringos, Armijo's Indian polity was deplorable
and seemed to be just another manifestation of the corruption and
inefficiency that his administration had espoused from the beginning. Little thought was given to the fact that Armijo had inadequate funds, too few soldiers, and too much terrain to declare open
war on all the Indians that ravaged his Department. Besides, the
very foreigners who wanted protection were likely to turn on the
Mexican government if any attempt were made to overthrow
Armijo's regime.
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By 1840 Armijo was primarily concerned with the encroachment by North Americans. In a letter to the Mexican Secretary of
War, he singled out Bent's Fort as a primary source of sedition.
He believed that this fort encouraged contraband trade and supplied the Indians with arms and ammunition. He also felt that the
fort protected robbers, whose spoils were a source of profit for the
fort's traders. 26
Bent sensed Armijo's concern. As rumors of Texan invasion
plans circulated in Taos, he requested letters of security for himself and for the other American citizens in the area. 27 Whether he
wanted protection from the Mexicans whom Armijo was stirring
up to meet the Texans, or whether he feared the Texans themselves, he was concerned for the safety of his person and property.
Armijo had been quite clear about the fate that awaited Texan
sympathizers,28 and Bent knew "that not all those who found
hospitality at Bent's Fort would rally to the defense of Mexico."29
In Santa Fe, Alvarez encountered additional hurdles in his relations with Governor Armijo. By a decree of August 6, 184 I, no
one was allowed to leave the Department. 3o Alvarez wanted to
return to the United States with the eastbound caravan, and he
explained to Armijo that it was necessary for him to speak with the
Texan commander in order to secure the interests of Americans
resident in New Mexico. Armijo's reply was candid and abrupt:
I reply to your Excellency's note of this day, I have to say that I can
in no manner whatever assent to your request, since I am to uphold
order in the interior, and meet the Texan enemy. When your
Excellency shall learn that I am beaten, you can then travel whither
you please, but before that event-, by no manner of means, nor
under any pretext whatever. If your Excellency wishes, you can
join my camp.31

Like Bent, Alvarez feared lest the outbreak of hostilities would
be a signal for jealous Mexicans to assume that anarchy prevailed
and that the time was ripe to deal a few well-placed blows against
the gringos. In fact, Alvarez's suspicions proved correct. Shortly
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after Armijo departed Santa Fe to meet the Texans, the governor's
nephew, Don Tomas Martin, with the aid of a friend, administered a sound beating to the consul. Fourteen foreigners who witnessed the attack signed a letter of protest in which Armijo once
again received the bulk of the blame. The letter concluded that:
Had there ever occurred any dispute between this officer and our
Consul, we might have supposed that this attack on the latter was
made to gratify personal revenge; but as nothing of this kind had
ever occurred, we are forced to the conclusion that it was only the
outbreaking in one person, of the evil spirit which exists in the
bosom of the principal Authority; and also in those of a large
majority of the citizens towards us foreigners who are here. s2

The hostility shown toward Consul Alvarez was an exceptional
and uncalled-for incident. Even so, it was more to be expected than
the kind of hospitality that the misinformed Texans believed
awaited them. The wrongs and losses suffered by some Mexicans
in the Revolution of 1837 and the general lack of law and order
in the Department caused a small number to desire a different and
more reliable government; but hospitality to the Texans was offered at the risk of Armijo's retribution, and his authority was
generally feared. Taos was supposed to be the center of pro-Texan
cordiality; this same community was conspicuous for its opposition
to Americans after the conquest in 1846. If a modicum of enthusiasm for the Texans existed, it was submerged under Armijo's
campaign of propaganda, which compared the Texans to invading
Mongols bent on pillage, rape, and murder. As rumors of plots on
Armijo's life spread, Mexicans became increasingly intolerant of
the gringos' presence. Though Alvarez remained concerned for
his safety, Armijo was only willing to assure him that he would
make "recommendations to preserve order, and cultivate friendly
feelings toward foreigners residing in the department."ss
When the Texans entered the outskirts of Mexican territory,
they were greeted by an enemy that was militarily prepared and
emotionally charged to thwart them. The journey from Texas had
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been much more difficult than the organizers had foreseen, and
when the invaders encountered Mexican troops, they were in no
condition to offer battle. Capture, imprisonment, and a long march
to Mexico City provided zesty material for those who chose to
write about their experiences, and none of the accounts dwelled
extensively on attractive characteristics of New Mexico or of
Governor Armijo.
In addition to the writings of journalist Kendall, two other
gringo observers recorded the capture of Texan soldiers. Thomas
Falconer, an Englishman, accompanied the expedition as historiographer. Trained as a lawyer and possessing written instructions
to record matters of scientific and historical importance, Falconer
was totally unprepared for the reception accorded the Texan expedition upon entering Mexican territory. He was with the main
body of troops under General Hugh McLeod when they were
captured by Colonel Juan Andres Archuleta. Falconer saw
Armijo's orders stating that the Texans were to be treated according to regulations provided that they surrendered and gave up
their arms. 34 Because they were in no condition to make demands
of the Mexicans, the Texans surrendered their arms and their
personal baggage upon assurances that the latter would not be
disturbed. But Falconer later witnessed the looting of his personal
possessions as well as the distribution of his property to the Mexican militia and their Indian allies-all of which took place under
the watchful eye of Governor Armijo.35
Franklin Combs was also a guest of the Texan Santa Fe expedition. In his narrative he corroborated several of Falconer's observations, particularly Armijo's instructions that each of the captured
Texans was to have his own personal property returned. 36 Combs
further noted that the arrival of Armijo seemed to precipitate the
inexcusable looting. Combs wrote that they were immediately
bound
. . . six and eight together, with hair ropes and thongs of raw hide,
and put in a filthy sheep-fold, surrounded by a large armed guard.
. . . In this place we were kept all night . . . suffering the most
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intense agony . . . and in full hearing of the disputes in the
council called by the governor to deliberate upon our destiny, which
decided about daybreak, by a single vote, that we should not be shot
but marched off for Mexico. 37

Combs believed that the governor was so annoyed at being overruled that he "took from me my blanket and buffalo robe, cursing
and striking the prisoners and raving like a madman."3s
This view of Armijo's behavior was consistent with others which
characterized the governor as a sadistic tyrant. Yet there is a strong
possibility that Armijo allowed himself to be outvoted so that he
would accomplish the dual purpose of appearing intractable to his
men while avoiding the heavier responsibility of executing the
Texans. After all, Armijo knew that often it was better to be taken
for a brave man than to be one. 39 But whatever the reason for
Combs' escape from a firing squad, he considered the march to
Mexico City only slightly more humane. The captives were tied
in twos, and he recorded that
. . . to each pair there was a rope tied above the waist, neck or arms,
and fastened to the pummel of the saddle of the horses on which
the guard was mounted. The soldiers would occasionally put their
horses in a gallop to torture those fastened to them, and whenever
any of us fell down or lagged behind, we were dragged upon the
ground and beaten with thongs, sticks, or whatever else was at
hand. 40

Such treatment did not inspire any of the prisoners to think or
write favorably of their captors. For the better part of the trip, the
men were inadequately clothed and fed, and because they traveled
in the coldest part of the year, these privations constituted a real
hardship. Armijo has been accused of condoning this maltreatment. Perhaps he did, but several scholars suggest that the Texans
... received the same sort of treatment that would have been accorded by their own people had Texan territory been invaded by a
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hostile force or one acting and moving under pretenses acknowledged
and proven to be false. 41

After the excitement of the Texan invasion had passed, Armijo
enjoyed more power than ever before, but his financial problems
continued. Hoping to exact additional revenue from the Santa Fe
traders for the purpose of meeting the most urgent obligations, he
made several attempts to enforce the collection of legal duties. His
policies clashed with techniques to which the traders had become
accustomed, and whenever attempts were made to lengthen the
list of contraband items or raise the import tariff, merchants became more convinced that Armijo was taking the increase for himself. Even when Armijo reverted to the more traditional arrangements which allowed the customs officials to reduce the duty requirements in return for a substantial bribe, Armijo received the
pointed abuse of visitors to the Department who were shocked by
his toleration of such goings on. Whatever Armijo did regarding
the Santa Fe trade, he managed to incur the hostility of some
gringos.
The traders in Richard L. Wilson's 1842 caravan knew the old
routine well. Near San Miguel, five wagoriloads were compressed
into four wagons. Contraband articles were sent to Santa Fe by
pack mule over a secret trail.42 When the Mexican functionaries
arrived to inspect the train, they were provided with sufficient surplus goods for their own use, and when they had left, the traders
arranged to circumvent the five-hundred-dollar tax which Armijo
had placed on each wagon. They especially wanted to avoid this
tax, Wilson noted, because "it was exclusively a revenue tariff for
the sole use and benefit of his obesity, the Governor."43
Waiting until night, the traders packed all the most valuable
goods on mules and dispatched them to town. When the customs
officers returned to shepherd what was left of the caravan into
Santa Fe (ostensibly to render the baggage safe), Wilson remarked
that an old trapper placed "a thumb upon the tip of his nasal promontory and executed so novel a gyration with the four fingers" that
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the other traders nearly lost their self-contro1. 44 Armijo was probably aware of most transgressions, and he knew that if he disturbed
the system too often, his own clandestine business affairs would
suffer. Knowing this, traders were rather brazen about admitting
their violations. 45
To Consul Alvarez, Armijo's relationship with the traders was
incomprehensible. He failed to understand how a lawfully constituted official could be so unprincipled. He was further annoyed by
the fact that Armijo had the power to discriminate against American traders by raising the tariff rates on their goods while reducing
rates on goods imported by Mexican merchants. When Alvarez
tried to complain to Armijo, he found himself in an embarrassing
position owing to the fact that, even with the tax increase, American traders still paid less duty than the law required. 46 In fact,
while the Americans complained of Armijo's five-hundred-dollar
wagon tax, which was in effect between 1839 and 1844, legal
duties averaged between one and two thousand dollars per load. 47
Those who appreciated this fact were also aware that Armijo's
vices were a necessary part of the trade structure. When the central government took a greater interest in New Mexico's financial
affairs in 1843, American traders found additional reasons to censure Mexican administration.
For a number of reasons, Santa Anna was afraid that Armijo
was losing control of his Department. When Colonel Jacob Snively
appeared on the Santa Fe trail with a ragtag Texan force, Armijo
was expected to win another day of glory. However, the Texans
managed to annihilate a party of Mexicans, killing their commander before American troops and Indians forced the Texans to
retire. To the central government, this episode indicated that
Armijo had lost his ability to defend the frontier. Furthermore, the
central government had been receiving repeated notifications of
corruption in the New Mexican customs houses. Contraband
goods were known to be entering the republic through ports of
entry in this Department. To regain control of the situation, Santa
Anna decreed on August 7, 1843, that the northern entry ports
would be closed to foreign commerce. Other decrees marked more
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/
goods contraband and prohibited foreigners in Mexico from engaging in retail trade. At the end of September a six per cent tax
was levied on gold or silver coin or bunion exported from Mexico. 48
Immediately both gringo and Mexican traders felt the pinch.
One American predicted a revolution if the customs houses were
not opened soon. 49 But Armijo could do nothing. He wanted the
ports opened as much as anyone did, if for no other reason than
to restore the income which the Department needed to pay civil
and military salaries. As the shortage of funds became acute and
he found himself the object of mounting criticism, Armijo "retired" from the governor's office complaining of ill health, and
offered no objections when he was not renominated for the post.50
For more than eighteen months, Mariano Chavez, Mariano Martinez, and Jose Chavez tried to implement the stringent laws promulgated by the central government. Between the reopening of
the entry ports on March 31, 1844, and the return of Armijo to
the governor's office on July 24, 1845, American traders had cause
to wish for the return of the old system.
Trader James Webb noted that, contrary to the more direct approach of Governor Armijo requiring traders to "make diligencia"
upon arrival in Santa Fe, he was now forced to unload and submit
all of his goods for inspection. Having arrived from the East in
1 843 to stake his fortune on the Santa Fe trade, Webb was incensed by the inconveniences that impeded his business arrangements. Furthermore, Governor Martinez required a wagon tax
of seven hundred and fifty dollars. 51 Webb felt that the new
governor's attempt to uphold the laws would actually produce less
revenue for the Department than that received during the administration of Governor Armijo, which had never called on the central government for money.52 He was convinced that the change
in governors had created a loss of confidence among citizens, who
were afraid to buy from the traders for fear that "there would be a
demand for forced loans." "Those able to buy," said Webb, "chose
rather to plead poverty, and would only buy in limited quantities
and on credit, for fear of exciting the cupidity of the new governor."53
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Undoubtedly, Webb's judgment was affected by his entrepreneurial frustrations, but the new commercial restrictions did not
improve New Mexico's financial problems. Also, morale deteriorated as both residents and foreigners lost their source of illegal
income. Hoping to prevent another revolution, the Departmental
Assembly of New Mexico submitted a list of names to the central
government and a recommendation that a new governor should be
chosen from among the names. Armijo was at the top of the list
and was approved for his third term as New Mexico's governor.
American traders entertained by Armijo before his third gubernatorial inauguration on November 16, 1845, were told that the
people of New Mexico would not fight if war broke out between
the United States and Mexico. 54 Armijo may have wanted to
reassure American traders demoralized by the unsettled affairs of
the previous eighteen months, but he also gave notice of his personal reaction to a planned invasion by American forces. After war
was declared, President James K. Polk heeded the advice of Senator Thomas Hart Benton, who proposed sending his son-in-law,
James W. Magoffin, friend and business acquaintance of Armijo,
to secure a peaceful surrender of New Mexico's military forces.
Since Magoffin was ultimately accepted as the first United States
consul in Durango and Chihuahua, and was referred to affectionately as "Don Santiago" by his Mexican friends, he stood as good
a chance as anyone of persuading Armijo to submit peaceably.
When Captain Philip St. George Cooke arrived in Santa Fe on
August 12 with Magoffin, twelve dragoons, and a peace request
from his commanding general, Stephen Watts Kearny, Armijo
received them cordially. In Cooke's words:
There was no mistaking the governor, a large fine looking man,
although his complexion was a shade or two darker than the dubious
and varying Spanish. . . . He rose when I was presented to him; I
said I was sent to him by the general commanding the American
army, and that I had a letter, which I would present at his convenience. . . . He hoped I would remain as long as it pleased me. 55
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While Cooke ate supper on the night of August 12, Magoffin
talked with Armijo. If the governor was bribed to abandon the
territory without resistance, the agreement was probably reached
that night. According to Senator Benton, Magoffin was charged
with a plan to prevent hostilities, and he accomplished his objective when "Armijo promised not to make a stand at" Apache
Canyon.56 Exactly what Magoffin accomplished, however, remains a mystery. According to Cooke, Magoffin and Armijo approached him at ten o'clock on the night of August 12 and announced that Dr. Henry Connelly would return to Kearny with
Cooke bearing an answer to Kearny's request for surrender.
Cooke was also told that the governor would march the following
day "with six thousand men."57
Cooke sensed the governor's dilemma. Armijo had little real
"military experience." He distrusted his own people and had
doubts about the outcome of a battle with the Americans. He
was tom between "loyalty to his army commission" and "a desire
to escape the dangers of war upon terms of personal advantage."
Although perhaps much superior to those about him, [said Cooke]
he is unequal to the trying circumstances of his present situation.
Even the patriotic spirit developed by his proclamation appears to
embarrass as well as surprise him. Undoubtedly he must go on to
direct this current, but to some weak and disgraceful conclusion. 58

Magoffin's evaluation of Armijo in this crisis is not available.
What he and, Armijo actually said was not recorded, and if
Magoffin confided in Connelly or Cooke, the only record existed
in a letter from Kearny to Magoffin, thanking the latter for his
services. This letter, if Benton's account can be trusted, was burned
by Magoffin in Chihuahua because it contained proof that
Magoffin had helped to overthrow the New Mexican govern.
ment. 59
The general impression among the men in Kearny's army was
that Armijo was indeed planning a "vigorous resistance" at Apache
Canyon. 60 The governor's letter to Kearny indicated that he
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planned to meet the Americans somewhere on the eighteenth or
nineteenth of August; but the message was so vaguely worded that
it did not make clear whether the encounter was to be friendly or
hostile. 6!
As the American army approached Apache Canyon, they heard
reports that Armijo and his officers were quarreling and that men
were beginning to desert,62 Subsequently, they learned that Armijo
had taken advantage of the dissension and fled to the south.
Whether his flight had been part of a deal made with Magoffin or
resulted from a fear of his own people, as well as the American
army, Armijo has ever since been branded a coward by both gringo
and Mexican moralists. But Captain D. Rafael Chacon, who
participated in the defense preparations at Apache Canyon,
thought that Armijo deserved more understanding:
What could Armijo do with an undisciplined army without any
military training, without commissary resources, and without leaders
to direct the men? He was a dwarf against a giant. Armijo was the
imaginary hero of that epoch. Had he rashly rushed to give battle,
it would have been equivalent to offer his troops as victims to the
invading army; . . . I was incapable of knowing my artillery men,
did not know whether or not they could maneuvre nor do I remember who they were. The guerrillas which Armijo sent out to observe
the advance of the enemy brought information back to him of how
well provided and equipped they came. . . . It was then he realized
that he could not give them battle, nor capitulate without effusion of
blood, either with the enemy or with his own people who had
already attempted a revolt. 63

Gringos were less sympathetic with the reasons for Armijo's departure. They feluhat the Mexicans were fed up with Armijo and
glad to be rid of him. Emory said that as he was approaching
Apache Canyon, a fat Mexican on a mule galloped up and "said,
with a roar of laughter, 'Armijo and his troops have gone to hell,
and the Canon is all clear.' "64 Susan Magoffin and Hughes noted
a similar feeling of relief among the Mexicans to see the last of
Armijo.65 And when the English trader George Ruxton met
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Armijo on the trail to Chihuahua and was asked by the former
governor to relate the feelings of the rest of the Mexican people
toward him, Ruxton gave a similar report:
I told him that there was but one opinion respecting it expressed all
over the country-that General Armijo and the New Mexicans were
a pack of arrant cowards; to which he answered, "Adios! They don't
know that I had but seventy-five men to fight three thousand. What
could I do?"66

Undoubtedly, history has recorded few generals whose stature
has been enhanced by a retreat of such ignominious proportions.
Armijo may indeed have been a coward. But he has also borne
much of the gringos' prejudice toward the Mexican people, and
the impression is occasionally given that the gringos expected little
more of the Mexicans than desertion on the battlefield. To many
Americans of this period, Mexican cultural accomplishments were
inferior to those of the Anglo-Saxons. This negative bias was
deeply ingrained in the gringo, was expressed in his writings, and
was read by expansion-minded Americans. According to Richard
Wilson:
If to be indolent is a virtue, and to be ignorant is bliss, then are the
natives of New Mexico, the happiest and most virtuous people on the
globe. If religion consists in rendering homage to a God of gold, they
are the most devout nation in Christendom. . . . Education with
them is eminently practical and consists of three lessons, pilfering,
stealing and robbing. Gambling is an accomplishment earnestly
sought after, being the equivalent to three months at a boarding
school in more Christian countries.67

Ruxton's impressions were equally caustic:
. . . in his rabbit-burrow, and with his tortillas and his chile, his
ponehe and cigar of hoja, the New-Mexican is content; and with an
occasional traveller to pilfer, or the excitement of a stray Texan or
two to massacre now and then, is tolerably happy; his only care
being that the river rise high enough to fill his acequia . . . , that
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sufficient maize may grow to furnish him with tortillas for the winter,
and shucks for his half-starved horse or mule, which the Navajos
have left, out of charity, after killing half his sons and daughters,
and bearing into captivity the wife of his bosom.68

This was the most widely publicized gringo view of New
Mexico and her people. It is difficult indeed to measure the influence of such bias on American policy, but since the same general
tone was reinforced in Manuel Alvarez's official reports, Washington was undoubtedly impressed. Little evidence exists that American officials attempted to analyze the inconsistencies in gringo
reports of either New Mexico or her governor. A mood of aggression pervaded the land and it was more comforting to hear that
New Mexico was bachvard and her governor a tyrant who needed
to be overthrown in order for the people to be regenerated.
But an analysis of more than several gringo reports clearly reveals that Armijo ruled over a potpourri of dissident elements. The
uncertainties facing Americans were further agitated by threats
from the Indians. If Armijo appeared rash and irresponsible, he at
least understood how to survive as a governor on the frontier, and
when the Americans arrived he recognized that his methods had
become anachronistic. The problems he had faced as governor did
not disappear. Those who attempted to govern New Mexico immediately after the American conquest might well have wished
that a more critical study had been made of gringo comments on
Armijo, so that the machinery of governing the conquered land
might have fitted the political and economic conditions of life
more realistically.
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boundary between that State and the Territories. 33d Congo 2d
Sess. 1854-1855. H.E.D. 89· 3 pp.
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Apache and against the Ute culminating in peace treaties (pp. 56-72).
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14°-141). Difficulties in supplying Ft. Yuma (p. 150).
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821. Message of the President of the United States in compliance with a resolution . . . calling for information relating to the
boundary line and the payment of the $3,000,000 under the treaty
with Mexico of June 30, 1853. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856.
S.E.D. 57. 76 pP·
Mostly details and correspondence relating to the payment; however, some
correspondence and reports of commissioners Emory and Salazar relative to
the progress and completion of the survey.

827. Statistical report on the sickness and mortality in the Army
of the United States . . . from January, 1839, to January, 1855.
34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.E.D. 96. 703 pp.
Detailed reports from Ft. Conrad, Socorro, Ft. Defiance, and Ft. Yuma.
Statistics (pp. 413-438). Meteorological tables include some New Mexico
and Arizona locations.

832-834. Report of the United States and Mexican Boundary
Survey, made under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
by William H. Emory . . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856.
.
S.E.D. 108. 2 vols. in 3 parts.
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Michler, who surveyed west from the 11lth meridian, is particularly good
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the botany and zoology of the border region. Numerous illustrations and
plates.

835. Resolution of the Legislature of California . . . to urge
the passage of a law to provide for a complete and thorough exploration of the Colorado River, from Fort Yuma to its source.
34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.M.D. 39.1 p.
836-A. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs . . . the
petition of Captain Langdon C. Easton, assistant quartermaster in
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the army, praying that he may be credited with an amount of
money of which he was defrauded by his late clerk . . . . 34th
Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.R. 5. 2 pp.
Easton was defrauded when he was quartermaster in New Mexico in 1850
and 1851. Recommended.

836-B. Report: The Committee on Military affairs . . . the
memorial of John C. McFerran, a lieutenant and assistant commissary in the United States army, praying to be credited upon the
books of the treasury with an amount of public money out of which
he was defrauded by an assistant commissary in the army . . . .
34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.R. 35.2 pp.
Since McFerran gave a receipt for the money without a complete count,
relief is not recommended. See also Serial 775, Serial 965, Serial 1173-A.

836-C. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs . . . the
memorial of Francis A. Cunningham, paymaster in the United
States army, praying relief on account of a robbery of the public
funds under his charge at Santa Fe, New Mexico . . . . 34th
Congo IstSess. 1855-1856.S.R. 108. I p.
He was robbed of $36,085. The committee finds no negligence and recommends passage of a bill for relief.

836-D. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims
the memorial of Henry Volcker, praying a confirmation of his title
to a tract of land in New Mexico . . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess.
1855-1856. S.R. 126.3 pp.
640 acres in the tableland between the Rio Grande and the Pecos, granted
by Texas. Committee recommends confirmation.

836-£. Report: The Committee on Public Lands . . . the
petition of George M. Gordon, praying the passage of a law to
legalize the assignment made to him of certain warrants for land
. . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.R. 172.2 pp.
Applications were held up for want of a seal on the papers, and the original
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applicants were gone from New Mexico and could not endorse assignments. Recommend passage.

837-A. Report: The Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads, to whom was referred the petition of Jacob Hall . . . .
34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. S.R. 252. I p.
Hall contracted to convey mail from Independence, Mo. to Santa Fe for
four years. Pay increased because of Indian hostilities. Sought to annul
contract but Postmaster General refused. Committee recommends Hall be
reimbursed at a higher rate for the present year.

837-B. Report: The Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads to whom was referred the petition of George H. Giddings,
mail contractor on route no. 12,900 . . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess.
1855-1856. S.R. 264. 2 pp.
Petition approved for continuation at higher rate of pay because of increase in size and weight of mails between San Antonio and Santa Fe,
and because of Indian hostilities.

853. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, recommending
an increase of appropriation for contingent expenses of the Governor of New Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.E.D.
60.2 pp.
866-A. Memorial of Miguel A. Otero, contesting the seat of
Hon. Jose Manuel Gallegos, as Delegate from the Territory of
New Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.M.D. 5· 4 pp.
Cites various fraudulent practices in the election of September 1855.

866-B. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, addressed to
the chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, in reference
to the salary of the governor of New Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess.
1855-1856. H.M.D. 13.2 pp.
$2,929 needed to bring the salary to full legal amount.

866-C. Papers and testimony in the case of Miguel A. Otero,
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contesting the seat ofJose M. Gallegos, delegate from the Territory
of New Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.M.D. 15.
27 1 pp.
Testimony before the chief justice of the Supreme Court of the Territory;
abstracts from poll books of the precincts giving names of voters in the
precincts.

867-A. Resolutions of the legislature of California, in regard to
the exploration of the River Colorado. 34th Congo 1St Sess. 18551856. H.M.D. 86. I p.
Asks exploration from Ft. Yuma to the source.

867-B. Tenth annual report of the Board of Regents of the
Smithsonian Institution . . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856.
H.M.D. 113· 438 pp.
"Sketch of the Navajo Tribe of Indians, Territory of New Mexico, by
Jona. Letterman, Assistant Surgeon U.S. Army" (pp. 283-297). "Communication relative to the publication of Spanish works on New Mexico."
Lists 9 manuscripts that should be published (pp. 307-309).

867-C. Contested Election-New Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess.
1855-1856. H.M.D. 114.15 pp.
Statement by the seated delegate Jose Gallegos contests the committee resolution that Otero was entitled to the seat; says Bishop Lamy meddled to
defeat him.

867-D. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, asking an appropriation for the safe-keeping of the public archives in New
Mexico. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.M.D. 138.3 pp.
Surveyor General fears the loss of valuable papers.

868-A. Report: The Committee of Elections . . . the memorial of Miguel A. Otero, contesting the seat of Jose M. Gallegos,
the sitting delegate from the Territory of New Mexico . . . .
34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.R. 9°.15 pp.
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Committee examines the evidence and concludes that Gallegos is not entitled to a seat and that Otero is the rightful delegate.

868-B. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims, to
whom was referred the bill of the Senate confirming the title of
Henry Volcker to a certain tract of land in the Territory of New
Mexico, adopt as their own the report made to the Senate, and recommend, without amendment, the concurrence of the House in
the Senate's bill. 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.R. 93· 4 pp.
See Serial 836-D.

868-C. Report: The committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads . . . the petition of George H. Giddings, mail contractor
on route No. 12,9°0 . . . . 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856.
H.R. 17°.2 pp.
Approves extra appropriation because of the problems involved in moving
the mails between Santa Fe and San Antonio. Same as Serial 837-B.

868-D. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs to whom
was referred the memorial of the Legislative Assembly of New
Mexico, praying an appropriation of one hundred and twenty-five
thousand dollars for the construction of bridges over the Rio
Grande, report: 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.R. 190. I p.
Committee disapproves spending such a sum when there are no official
plans and estimates on which to base a judgment.

868-E. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs to whom
was referred the memorial of the legislative assembly of New
Mexico, praying for some appropriation for the payment of the
expenses of the militia of the counties of Arriba and San Miguel,
taken into the service of the territorial government in the year
1854, report: 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.R. 196. I p.
Committee says it has not enough evidence of necessity or propriety of
calling the militia into service.
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870-A. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs to whom
was referred the memorial of Antone Robidoux, a citizen of the
Territory of New Mexico, respectfully report: 34th Congo 1st Sess.
1855-1856. H.R. 226. I p.
Committee believes because of his services petitioner should be paid his
travel expenses to Santa Fe after his discharge following a wound he received in the Battle of San Pascual in 1846.

870-B. Report: The Committee on the Territories to whom was
referred the memorial of Mr. R. H. Weightman, claiming per diem
and mileage for his attendance as agent of New Mexico, (with
the style of senator) during the second and part of the first sessions
of the 3 I st Congress . . . report: 34th Congo 1st Sess. 18551856. H.R. 228. 3 pp.
Other similar agents were paid; committee believes he is due mileage and
per diem.

87o-G Report: The Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads to whom was referred the petition of Jacob Hall of Missouri
. . . report: 34th Congo 1st Sess. 1855-1856. H.R. 299· 4 pp.
Committee believes Hall is due extra allowance for carrying mail between
Independence and Santa Fe because of the difficulties involved.

875. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 34th Congo 3d
Sess. 1856-1857. S.E.D. 5. [Part I of Message from the President.
895 pp.]
Comment on the work of the land office in New Mexico in survey of public
lands and private claims (pp. 2°9-210). The Surveyor General for New
Mexico reports on lands surveyed during the year and lists documents relating to private land claims in his files and in the archives of Santa Fe
(pp. 411-439). Also with the surveyor's report are documents and testimony
relating to the grant of Ojito de las Gallinas on the Pecos, the grant of the
town of Tome, and the Tierra Amarilla grant to Francisco Martinez in Rio
Arriba. Also papers relating to grants to Indian pueblos (pp. 44°-525). Governor Meriwether reports the Mescalero Apache committing depredations,
other tribes relatively quiet. Comments on Indians added to population
through the Gadsden Purchase, need for agent (pp. 731-735).
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876. Report of the Secretary of War. 34th Congo 3d Sess. 18561857. S.E.D. 5. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 894 pp.]
Comments on the southern route for a railroad (pp. 19-20). Secretary reports favorably on use of camels (pp. 22-23). Chief of topographical engineers reports on the survey of a railroad route between the Rio Grande
and Maricopa Wells (pp. 206-209). Further reports on boring of wells
near the Pecos and on the "Jornada" section along the Rio Grande (pp.
212-215). Troops in New Mexico and Yuma (pp. 244-247).

890' Letters from the Commissioner of the General Land Office in reference to certain private land claims in the Territory of
New Mexico. 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. S.M.D. 25. 2 pp.
Correcting numbering of pueblo claims. See Serial 875.

891-A. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of Joseph Verbiski . . . report: 34th
Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. S.R. 340. I p.
Recommends increase of pension for a soldier seriously wounded at Ft.
Yuma.

891-B. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims, to
whom was referred Senate bill No. 454, "to confirm the title of
Benjamin E. Edwards to a certain tract of land in the Territory of
New Mexico" . . . report: 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. S.R.
35°· 3 pp.
640 acres granted Andres Flores by Texas in 1847.

899-A. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, communicating supplemental reports from the Surveyor General of New Mexico in regard to certain land claims in that Territory. 34th Congo
3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.E.D. 36. 20 pp.
Letter relating to the Tierra Amarilla grant and materials on the Zia,
Nambe, Sandia, and Isleta claims.

899-B. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting
supplemental estimates for the Indian service . . . . 34th Congo
3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.E.D. 37.147 pp.
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Letters from New Mexico refer to the need for surveying the lands of the
Indian pueblos and the need to repeal the act giving Indians right to sue
and be sued. Reference to the quarrel between Acoma and Laguna.

906-A. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting
transcripts of three land claims in New Mexico. 34th Congo 3d
Sess. 1856-1857. H.E.D. 73· 93 pp.
Transcripts, translations, testimony, and other material relating to the claim
of Charles Beaubien (later the Maxwell land grant) (pp. 2-15). Transcripts,
translations, testimony, and other material on the Casa Colorada grant
(pp. 16-21). Documents in English and Spanish, deeds, testimony, and
other materials relating to the Brazito grant in Dona Ana County (pp. 2293)·

906-B. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting report in regard to Indian affairs on the Pacific. 34th Congo
3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.E.D. 76. 256 pp.
While most of this document deals with the California, Oregon, Washington tribes there is a report from S. P. Heintzelman, dated July 15, 1853,
which gives a good deal of material on Ft. Yuma, the Yuma Indians, and
some on other Colorado River tribes (pp. 34-53). Also a letter of George
Nauman from Ft. Yuma, January 28, 1856, giving additional information
on the fort and the Indians (pp. 112-114).

91 I-A. A Memorial of the Legislature of New Mexico, asking
,for an additional appropriation for completion of a state-house.
34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.M.D. 39. I p.
911-E. Memorial of the Legislature of New Mexico, asking for
further provision by Congress for the education of the people of
said territory. 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.M.D. 40. 2 pp.
Asks that in lieu of land to be reserved for schools a sum of money be ap·
propriated.

911-e. Memorial of the Legislature of New Mexico, in regard
to the claims of citizens of that territory against the United States.
34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.M.D. 42. 2 pp.
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912-A. Report: The Committee on Territories, to whom was
referred the "memorial of the people of the southwestern part of
the Territory of New Mexico, praying for the organization of a new
Territory," and also of "the proceedings of the convention of the
people of the southwestern part of the Territory of New Mexico to
organize a separate Territory," . . . , 34th Congo 3d Sess. 18561857. H.R. 2.2 pp.
Cites grievances of the people of Arizona. Committee believes establishment of a separate judicial district, adjudication of certain land claims,
grants to actual settlers, and representation in the New Mexico legislature
would redress most grievances, and reports a bill for this.

912-B. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the memorial of Lorenzo D. Oatman, of California,
praying an appropriation to enable him to rescue his sister . . .
report: 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.R. 55. I p.
Since sister has been rescued committee asks to be discharged from further
consideration.

912-C. Mr. Zollicoffer, from the Committee on Territories,
made the following report. 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.R.
60. I p.
Favorable report on a bill to complete payment for printing of the Kearny
Code.

912-D. Mr. Sapp, from the Committee on Military Affairs,
made the following report. 34th Congo 3d Sess. 1856-1857. H.R.
81. 2 pp.
Favorable report on a bill for the relief of James Wood who furnished oxen
and mules to the army in 1850, was ambushed and wounded by the Indians, and was never reimbursed.

919-A. Message of the President of the United States
35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.E.D. I I. [Part I of Message of
the President. 775 pp.]
Recommends establishment of territorial government for Arizona (p. 14).
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9 I 9-B. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 35th Congo 1st
Sess. 1857-1858. S.E.D. I I. [Part I of Message of the President.
775 pp.]
Secretary comments on need for a land office and a board of commissioners
to adjudicate Spanish and Mexican claims (p. 59). Commissioner of the
General Land Office tells briefly of the progress of land surveys in New
Mexico (pp. 92-93). New Mexico surveyor tells of difficulties in making
survey in the Rio Grande valley because of Indian hostilities, lists private
claims filed, tells of work that needs to be done on them, recommends a
board, and finally he asks for a vault for the preservation of records (pp.
255-259). A report of acting governor W. W. H. Davis, tells something of
mineral wealth of New Mexico and asks for a survey (pp. 286-288). The
report of the New Mexico Superintendent of Indian Affairs has information on the Jicarilla, Navajo, and other tribes. Kit Carson reports on the
Ute bands; agent Yost reports on the state of the pueblos and makes suggestions about policy; agent Archuleta reports on the Jicarilla and suggests
locating them permanently; agent Steck reports on various Apache tribes;
Col. Bonneville reports on exploration of the country near the Gila headwaters and suggests locating the tribes there; Sylvester Mowry reports on
the Indian tribes of Arizona with some emphasis on the Pima, Papago, and
Yuma (pp. 561-593).

920. Report of the Secretary of War. 35th Congo 1st Sess. 18571858. S.E.D. I I. [Part 2 of Message of the President. 572 pp.]
Report of the Commanding General lists operations against the Indians in
New Mexico and Arizona (pp. 51-58). Adjutant General mentions a campaign against the Apache (p. 60). Troops in New Mexico (p. 76). Reports
from the Department of New Mexico give details of operations against the
Apache, especially along the Gila, with names of officers and enlisted men
commended and list of casualties (pp. 135-141).

921. Report of the Postmaster General. 35th Congo 1st Sess.
1857-1858. S.E.D. I I. [Part 3 of Message of the President. I 120
pp.]
Progress report on arrangements for an overland mail, abstract of bids,
description of the routes, article by John Russell Bartlett on overland mail
route (pp. 986-IOII).
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929-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior
in relation
to the progress of [the publication of] the" report of Major Emory
on the United States and Mexican boundary survey. 35th Congo
1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.E.D. 37.6 pp.
929-B. Report of the Secretary of War, communicating . . . a
report of E. F. Beale of his exploration for a wagon road from Fort
Defiance, in New Mexico, to the western borders of California.
35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.E.D. 43· 5 pp.
Brief account of the survey, description of the country, and enthusiastic
report on the usefulness of the camels. Beale's complete report is in Serial
959- B.

929-C. Report of the Secretary of the Interior . . . upon
claims for depredations by Indians in the Territory of New Mexico. 35thCong. IstSess. 1857-1858. S.E.D. 55. 62pp.
Lists 244 cases, names of claimants, and brief abstracts of the claims.

936. Resolutions of the legislature of New Mexico, relative to
the organization of the Territory of Arizona, and the removal of
the wild Indians from the Territory of New Mexico. 35th Congo
1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.M.D. 208. 2 pp.
Approves organization, suggests boundaries, and asks that wild Indians
within New Mexico boundaries be removed to Arizona. Also printed as
35th Congo 1st Sess. H.M.D. 101. Serial 963.

938-A. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims, to
whom was referred the memorial of Henry Volcker, praying a confirmation of his title to a tract of land in New Mexico . . . . 35th
Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.R. 4· 3 pp.
Land between the Rio Grande and the Pecos granted by Texas. Confirmation recommended.

938-B. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims, to
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whom was referred the claim of B. E. Edwards to certain land in
New Mexico . . . . 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.R. 106.
3 pp.
640 acres granted by Texas. Confirmation recommended.

939-A. Report: The Committee on Territories, to whom was
referred the memorial of Giles S. Isham, praying a grant of land
in the proposed Territory of Arizona for the purpose of establishing a colony of industrious farmers, mechanics, and artizans . . . .
35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. S.R. 283. 1 p.
Isham sought 12 square miles, and munitions, for the settlement of 100 inhabitants. Isham was unknown to the committee, who rejected the appeal.

939-B. Report: The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the petition of John R. Bartlett, late United States Commissioner on the Mexican boundary . . . . 35th Congo 1st Sess.
1857-1858. S.R. 291. 12 pp.
Lists payments made as commissioner with explanations. Committee recommends passage of a bilI for payment with certain exceptions.

939-C. Report: The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the petition of James Meyer . . . . 35th Congo 1st Sess.
1857-1858. S.R. 297. 2 pp.
Meyer was quartermaster with the boundary commission; when replaced
he had to wait several months in El Paso to join a party to his home in
Texas. He asks allowance of salary for this time and expenses.

955. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior transmitting
papers in reference to certain private land claims in New Mexico.
35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.E.D. 57· 3 pp.
Lists thirteen claims and describes documents accompanying them. For
details see Serial 967.

957. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting new
schedules of pueblo and private land claims in New Mexico. 35th
Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.E.D. 89· 4 pp.
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Lists claims approved, numbers private claims, and designates pueblo
grants by letters of the alphabet.

959-A. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting a
report upon claims for depredations by Indians in New Mexico.
35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.E.D. 123.62 pp.
244 claims listed and abstracted.

959-B. Letter from the Secretary of War, transmitting the report of the superintendent of the wagon road from Fort Defiance
to the Colorado River. 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.E.D.
124. 8 7 pp.
Beale's report of opening a wagon road across northern Arizona, including
his diary beginning in San Antonio, June 25, 1857, ending February 21,
1858. Camels were used on this expedition and performed well. Good observations of the country, water supply, climate. Reprinted in Uncle Sam's
Camels, ed. by Lewis B. Lesley (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1929). See also Fred S. Perrine, "Uncle Sam's Camel Corps," NMHR,
vol. 1 (1926), pp. 434-444. For 1858-1859 report see Serial 1°48.

963. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a
report in reference to the condition of public buildings in New
Mexico. 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.M.D. 132,4 pp.
Comment on the unfinished capitol and the penitentiary.

964. Report: The Committee on Territories, to whom was referred the memorial of Mr. R. H. Weightman, claiming per diem
and mileage for his attendance as agent of New Mexico, (with the
style of senator) during the second and part of the first sessions of
the 31st Congress . . . . 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R.
3· 3 pp.
In accordance with past practice the claim is approved.

965. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was
referred the memorial of John C. McFerran . . . . 35th Congo
1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R. 300. 2 pp.
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Petition for relief from discrepancy of quartermaster funds in New Mexico in 1850 not recommended. See also Serial 836-B.

966. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was
referred bill H.R. No. 549, for completion of the road from Fort
Union to Santa Fe, have . . . had the same under consideration,
and recommend it to the favorable consideration of the House.
35 th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R. 37 2 . 4 pp.
Asks $35,000 for the project and appropriations for exploring and surveying
other roads in New Mexico, also for a permanent bridge across the Rio
Grande.

967. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims, to whom
was referred a large mass of documents relative to private land
claims in the Territory of New Mexico . . . make the follOWing
report: 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R. 457. 326 pp.
Mr. Sandidge in preface to the report points out the need for a commission to adjudicate private claims. Pages 3 to 95 deal with the Beaubien
(later Maxwell), Casa Colorada, and Brazito grants and are identical with
H.E.D. 73. 34th Congo 3d Sess. (906-A). Beaubien and Miranda also pp.
237-257. The rest of the report contains documents on thirteen claims-the
same ones listed in H.E.D. 57. 35th Congo 1st Sess. (955), also printed as
H.R. 321. 36th Cong. 1st Sess.

968. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was
referred the petition of Mrs. Ana M. Rolas y Robaldo, widow of
Francisco Robaldo, report: 35th Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R.
473· 3 pp.
Claim for value of supplies intended for the army, stored by Robaldo in
Mora and destroyed during the rebellion of 1847. Reimbursement recommended.

971. Report: To the honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: The Court
of Claims respectfully presents the following documents as the
report in the case of T. S. J. Johnson vs. the United States. 35th
Congo 1st Sess. 1857-1858. H.R.C.C. 129. 7 pp.
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972. Report: To the honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: The Court
of Claims respectfully present the following documents as the
report in the case of Joseph Clymer vs. The United States. 35th
Congo IstSess. 1857-1858. H.R.GG 16I. 70 pp.
Claim arising over an alleged breach of contract by the government for
transporting of supplies from Ft. Leavenworth to Taos, EI Paso, and Dona
Ana in 1850-1852. See also Serial 808.

974-A. Message of the President of the United States to the
two Houses of Congress at the commencement of the second session of the thirty-fifth Congress. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 1858-1859.
S.E.D. I. 750 pp.
Refers to conditions in Arizona and repeats recommendation for establishment of territorial government (p. 19).

974-B. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 35th Congo 2d
Sess. 1858-1859. S.E.D. I. [Part 1 of Message of the President.
75° pp.]
The report from the general land office summarizes activities in New Mexico and cuts the request for appropriation (pp. 130-131). The report of the
New Mexico surveyor gives details on the situation in New Mexico as it
differs from elsewhere, reconnaissance of the Canadian Fork of the Arkansas, difficulties with private claims (pp. 296-300). The report of the New
Mexico superintendent of Indian Affairs tells of a visit to the Ute and
]icarilla Apache Indians and ·others in the vicinity, summarizes past dealings with the Navajo, requests more agents. Kit Carson reports on the
Ute. Agent Steck reports on the Apache with comment on various bands.
Missionary Gorman comments on the pueblos. Special agent G. Bailey reports on Arizona tribes with some emphasis on the Pima and Maricopa and
gives a list of Pima, Papago and Maricopa villages with the names of the
head men and population (pp. 536-560).

975. Report of the Secretary of War. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 18581859. S.E.D. I. [Vol. I, part 2, Message of the President. 670 pp.]
Armed forces in New Mexico (p. 4). Usefulness of military road west of
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Ft. Defiance (p. 1I). Report from the Department of New Mexico contains
the thanks of the legislature to Col. Bonneville for his expedition into the
Apache country in 1857. There is material on outrages against Indians by
Mexicans at Dona Ana and near Ft. Thorne. Commander notes two companies from Ft. Buchanan. Citizens protest reduction of forces at Fillmore.
The last part of the report contains a good deal of material about Navajo
troubles and about the October expedition against them (pp. 279-329).
Brief report on sinking wells near the Pecos and of Ives' Colorado river
expedition (pp. 582-584). Captain Pope's own report on artesian wells near
the Pecos (pp. 590-608). (See Lee Myers, "Pope's Wells," NMHR, vol.
38, 1963, pp. 273-299.) Preliminary report of Lt. Ives on his exploration
of the Colorado (pp. 608-619).

976. Report of the Secretary of War. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 18581859. S.E.D. I. [Vol. I, part 3, Message of the President. 1341
pp.]
Position and distribution of troops in New Mexico (pp. 778-779). Ft. Yuma
(pp. 784-785). Chief of Topographical Engineers describes military roads
in New Mexico, amounts expended and needed (pp. 1°32-1°33). Further
details on New Mexico roads from Captain Macomb (pp. 1206-121 I).

977. Report of the Postmaster General. 35th Congo 2d Sess.
1858-1859. H.E.D. 2. [Vol. I, part 4, Message from the President.
862 pp.]
Includes report of Special Agent G. Bailey on the success of the Overland
Mail and brief description of the route; memorandum of distances and observations on the San Antonio-San Diego route (pp. 739-752).

984-A. Report of the Secretary of the Interior, communicating
reports upon the Pacific Wagon Roads . . . . 35th Congo 2d
Sess. S.E.D. 36. 125 pp.
Describes briefly progress of work, location and character of construction
of the El Paso to Fort Yuma road (pp. 9-1 I). Considerable detail about the
route, the improvements made, description of the country and its possibilities, meteorological records, and an emigrant's guide (pp. 74-99). There
is a map in two parts.

984-B. Report of the Postmaster General, communicating
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a copy of the contract with J. Butterfield and his associates for
carrying the mail from the Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean.
35th Congo 2d Sess. S.E.D. 48. 12 pp.
Payments made Butterfield 1858 and 1859, brief account of receipts and
mail volume, the contract, and tables showing time required for trips to
San Francisco from St. Louis and Memphis.

1006. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, in response to a
resolution of the House calling for plans and estimates of public
buildings in the Territories. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 1858-1859.
H.E.D. 52. 24 pp.
Comment on construction of a capitol and penitentiary for New Mexico
with estimates of needed funds and explanation of high costs.

1008. Letter from the Secretary of War, transmitting . . . a
report and statement of the expenditures for barracks and quarters
for the army during the last ten years. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 185818 59. H.ED. 93. 119 pp.
Expenditures by post and by quarter-years. Includes Ft. Buchanan.

1016-A. Memorial of the legislature of New Mexico, in regard
to a geological survey of that Territory. 35th Congo 2d Sess.
H.M.D. 36. I p.
Asks an appropriation for a survey.

1016-B. Memorial of the legislature of New Mexico, in regard
to the adjudication of private land titles. 35th Congo 2d Sess.
H.M.D. 37. 2pp.
Asks establishment of a commission with power to examine and decide
claims.

1016-C. Memorial of the Territorial Legislature of New Mexico in regard to Indian depredations. 35th Congo 2d Sess. 18581859. H.M.D. 3 8 . 3 pp.
Says no claims for losses have yet been made; asks creation of a commission to investigate claims and recommend settlement.
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1018-A. Report: The Committee of Claims, to whom was referred Senate bill No. 428, "for the relief of James Myer,"
report: 35th Congo 2d Sess. 1858-1859. H.R. 43. I p.
Recommend it not pass. See Serial 939-C.

1018-B. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the memorial of Daniel Waldo & Co., respectfully report: 35th Congo 2d Sess. 1858-1859. H.R. 56.4 pp.
Claim arising from losses suffered by a freighting company overtaken by
Snows when delivering supplies to the quartermaster in Santa Fe in 1850'
Payment not recommended.

IOI8-C. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of Jose Maria Valdez, report: 35th Congo
2d Sess. 1858-1859. H.R. 89. I p.
Claim for losses sustained during the insurrection at Taos. Not recommended.

1018-D. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred a resolution . . . instructing them to inquire into the
expedience of authorizing the President . . . to call into service
one regiment of volunteers for the suppression of Indian hostilities
in the Territory of New Mexico . . . report: 35th Congo 2d Sess.
1858-1859. H.R. 155.2 pp.
Since disturbances are reported nearly quelled and a strong force will remain in New Mexico, it is not recommended.
10 I8-E. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred a joint resolution for the relief of Captain J.
McFerran, report: 35th Congo 2d Sess. 1858-1859. H.R. 220. 3 pp.

c.

McFerran was officer in New Mexico who receipted for deficient funds
which were withheld from his pay. Relief recommended because of circumstances. See also Serials 836-B, 965.

1023. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 36th Congo 1st
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Sess. 1859-1860. S.E.D. 2. [Part I of Message from the President.
9 18 pp.]
The Surveyor General for New Mexico reports surveys in the vicinity of
the Canadian Fork of the Arkansas abandoned because of Indian hostilities. Some pueblos surveyed and notes and plats transmitted. Lists private
claims and town-site grants acted on and forwarded. Estimate of needed
appropriations (pp. 296-299). The Commissioner of Indian Affairs comments on conditions in New Mexico and a survey of a Pima, Maricopa
reservation (pp. 383-384). Superintendent Collins comments on the degradation of the Jicarilla and on impudent conduct of Americans toward
the Indians. He further notes that in two years there have been fewer depredations in Arizona than elsewhere, but more complaints; comments on
past and present policy and the improvement in the general Indian situation. The Navajo continue to ignore treaty obligations and continue their
depredations. Kit Carson reports on the Ute and Tobawatche Indians;
Agent Steck reports on conditions among the Apache and urges locating
Mimbres and Mogollon bands on the Gila, a meeting with the Chiricahua.
Agent Baker reports on a trip through the Navajo country, the need for a
decided stand (pp. 7°2-719). Agent Walker comments on prosperous conditions of the Pima and Papago. Sylvester Mowry reports on A. B. Gray's
survey of the Pima and Maricopa reserve, on his visits to the tribe, and
lists the goods he distributed among them in accordance with a congressional act of 1859; brief comment on the Apache, who were relatively quiet
(pp. 7 1 9-73 0 ).

1024. Report of the Secretary of War. 36th Congo 1st Sess.
1859-1860. S.E.D. 2. [Vol. 2, part I of Message from the President. 828 pp.]
Affairs in the Department of New Mexico (pp. 256-354). Attack by Mohave Indians on a large party of emigrants (p. 258). Reports of operations
from Ft. Defiance against the Navajo in Oct. and Nov. 1858; terms for
peace outlined, reassignment of troops, additional reports of operations (pp.
258-291). Pursuit of marauding Sonora Papago from Ft. Buchanan (pp.
292-293). Report of department commander Bonneville of a tour of inspection May to July 1859, conditions of the forts and Indians (pp. 299-308).
Summer 1859 scouts to the Navajo country, Canyon de Chelly, Hopi villages, and elsewhere (pp. 314 ff). Depredations by Apache near Ft. Buchanan (pp. 323-324). Council with the Navajo Sept. 1859 over adherence
to the treaty of 1858 (pp. 341-345). Scouts into Navajo country from Ft.
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Defiance (pp. 345-354). Affairs in the Department of California (p. 387).
Mohave Indians; establishment of Ft. Mohave at Beale's Crossing (pp.
387-413). Escape of Mohave prisoners from Ft. Yuma; description of Ft.
Mohave (pp. 414-417). Action against the Mohave, Aug. 1859 (pp. 419422). Report on use of camels on topographical reconnaissance between the
Pecos and Rio Grande in Texas (pp. 422-441). Exploration of the San Juan
(p. 540). Report of artesian well drillings and geology of the region near
Galisteo (pp. 544-549). Military roads in New Mexico (pp. 692-693). Actions against Navajo, Apache, Comanche; commendations, names of
wounded (pp. 583-589). Troops in New Mexico (pp. 606-607). Yuma (pp.
612-613). The report is continued in 1025, where there is material on New
Mexico roads (pp. 871~874)'

1025. Report of the Postmaster General. 36th Congo 1st Sess.
1859-1860. S.E.D. 2. [Part 3 of Message from the President. Pp.
82 9-1499.]
Comment on the San Antonio and San Diego mail and on the great success but great cost of the overland mail; thinks route should be used only
for light mail pending completion of a Pacific railroad (pp. 1410-1412).

1028. Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the year 1859.
Agriculture. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. S.E.D. I I. 590 pp.
Special report on the grapes of the Rio Grande valley and the El Paso
area (pp. 35-41).

1031. Letter from the Postmaster General . . . in relation to
the contract made with Mr. Butterfield for the transportation of a
letter mail overland from the Mississippi River to San Francisco
and back. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. S.E.D. 26. 5 pp.
Legal details.

1035. Statistical report on the sickness and mortality in the
Army of the United States . . . from January, 1855, to January,
1860. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. S.E.D. 52. 515 pp.
Extensive report from Ft. Buchanan, also reports from Ft. Union, Ft.
Thorne, Ft. Mohave. Statistics of diseases and deaths (pp. 207-238). Meteorological tables have observations from some New Mexico and Arizona
locations.
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1038-A. Resolutions of the Legislature of New Mexico, in favor
of the organization of a territorial government for Arizona. 36th
Congo 1St Sess. 1859-1860. S.M.D. 21. I p.
1038-B. Letter from the Secretary of the Territory of New
Mexico, communicating copies of memorials and resolutions . . .
in relation to the payment of certain militiamen and volunteers,
called into service against the Indians in said Territory. 36th Congo
1St Sess. 1859-1860. S.M.D. 45. 6 pp.
1039-A. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs and the
Militia, to whom was referred the petition of George P. Ihrie . . .
report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. S.R. 145. I p.
Claim of G. P. Ihrie for service with the boundary commission and for
mileage. Refused.

1039-B. Report: The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the petition of James Meyer, praying compensation for services rendered arid losses sustained by him as quartermaster to the
Mexican boundary-line commission . . . report: 36th Congo 1st
Sess. 1859-1860. S.R. 175.2 pp.
Claim for salary and subsistence during enforced wait for transport at £1
Paso. These expenses approved.

1040. Report: The Committee on Private Land Claims to
whom were referred House bill No. 195 and various reports of the
surveyor general of the Territory of New Mexico, in relation to
private land claims in said Territory, have the honor to report: 36th
Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. S.R. 228. 4 pp.
Favorable report on thirteen claims (see Serial 955) but reduces areas
claimed by John Scolly and by Vigil and St. Vrain. Also recommends confirmation of nineteen others, mostly town claims, but makes some changes
in the Baca and Las Vegas claims.

1047. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, communicating
documents in relation to private land claims in New Mexico. 36th
Congo 1St Sess. 1859-1860. H.E.D. 14· 254 pp.
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Documents of grant, translation, testimony, and other papers in connection
with nineteen grants numbered 20 through 38. Some of the town grants
give lists of citizens or settlers.

1048. Letter of the Secretary of War, transmit'ting the report
of Mr. Beale relating to the construction of a wagon road from
Fort Smith to the Colorado river. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
H.E.D. 42. 91 pp.
The expedition was made in the fall and winter of 1858 and the spring
and summer of 1859. The object was to make improvements on the route.
West of Albuquerque the route was substantially the same one Beale
marked out in 1857. The diary of F. E. Engle parallels Beale's on the return from the Colorado but is somewhat more detailed; there is also a detailed itinerary. Beale's earlier report is Serial 959-B.

1050. Letter of the Secretary of the Treasury, communicating
estimates necessary to complete the capitol and penitentiary buildings in New Mexico. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.E.D. 45.
2pp.
1051. Message of the President of the United States, transmitting information concerning Indian hostilities in the Territory of
New Mexico. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.E.D. 69.64 pp.
Continued difficulties with the Navajo in late 1859 and early 1860, preparations to combat them and reports of a scout against the "Tuniche"
Navajo in November 1859. One letter lists supplies needed at Ft. Defiance;
another tells of difficulties escorting supply trains through bands of Navajo
attackers. Military and Indian agents agree on failure of 1849 treaty; agent
criticizes military policy toward Indians. Navajo raids in middle Rio
Grande reported. Other reports concern late 1859 campaigns against the
Pinal Apache in the San Pedro River country and illustrate the troubles of
such campaigns, especially getting enough forage for the horses.

1057. Letters from the Postmaster General, transmitting an abstract of offers for carrying the mails, &c. 36th Congo 1st Sess.
1859-1860. H.E.D. 86. 661 pp.
New Mexico routes, including routes in Arizona (pp. 464-466).
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1058. Report upon the Colorado River of the West, explored in
1857 and 1858 by Lieutenant Joseph C. Ives . . . . 36th Congo
IstSess. 1859-1860. H.E.D. 90. Various paging.
Ives' narrative of his exploratory navigation of the Colorado from its mouth
to the Black Canyon with good descriptions of the country and material on
the Yuma, Mohave, and other tribes. The party returned across northern
Arizona to Ft. Defiance. There are also reports on geology, botany, zoology,
and barometric and meteorological observations. For an amusing account of
the rivalry between Ives and George Alonzo Johnson as first navigators of
the river see Arthur Woodward, Feud on the Colorado (Los Angeles:
Westernlore Press, 1955).

1065. Memorial of the New Mexican Railway Company, in relation to the Pacific Railroad. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
H.M.D. 85.12 pp.
Incorporation of the company by the legislature to construct an east-west
railroad across the state. Protest against the government's giving gIants and
aid to any others; argument for the superiority of a southern route; a copy
of the law included.

1066. Letter from the Secretary of War, communicating estimate for the completion of the Fort Smith and Colorado wagon
road. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.M.D. 98. 2 pp.
$150,000 asked.

1067-A. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of Lieutenant John C. McFerran, praying to be credited on the books of the Treasury Department with
the sum of $1,265 . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
H.R. 118,3 pp.
Favorable report; see Serials 836-B, 965 and 1018-E.

1067-B. Report: The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom
was referred House Bill No. 194, providing for the examination of
Indian depredations in the Territory of New Mexico . . . report:
36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 122.3 pp.
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Recommends the appointment of a commission to obtain the necessary information for settling the claims. See also Serial 929-C.

1067-G Report: The Committee on Territories, to whom was
referred the memorial of the legislature of the Territory of New
Mexico, praying that the Secretary of the Treasury may be required
to pay to David V. Whiting the amount claimed by him for services
as translator . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R.
12 3. 2 pp.
Committee recommends payment.

1067-D. Report: The Committee on Invalid Pensions, to whom
was referred the petition of Richard Brazier, report: 36th Congo
IstSess. 1859-1860. H.R. 15I. I p.
Brazier, a member of the Mormon Battalion, was injured in its service. He
is recommended for a pension.

1067-E. Report: The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the petition of James B. Wood, "praying to be paid for
mules and oxen lost by him in New Mexico from capture by the
Indians," . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R.
173. I p.
Not recommended.

1068. Report: The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the memorial of J. R. Crump, "asking compensation as a
member of Superintendent E. F. Beale's wagon road expedition
in 1858," . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R.
27 6 . 2 pp.
Crump compiled the map of the road between Ft. Smith and Albuquerque.
Claim for salary approved.

1069-A. Report: The Committee on Post Offices and Post
Roads, to whom was referred the petition of Thomas F. Bowler,
of New Mexico . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
}1R. 339. 2 pp.
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Claim for damages sustained because of annulment of contract to carry
mails from Neosha to Albuquerque. Claim approved.

1069-B. Report: The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom
was referred the memorial of Jacob Hall . . . report: 36th Congo
1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 344· 3 pp.
Hall was a mail contractor who claimed damages because of an Indian attack. Committee would report favorably only if damages were caused by a
tribe with whom there was a treaty.

1069-C. Report: The Committee on Invalid Pensions, to whom
were referred the petition and papers of Daniel Lucas, a soldier
. . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 364. I p.
Claim for pension because of injuries suffered on duty in New Mexico.
Recommended.

1069-D. Minority report: The undersigned, a minority of the
special committee to whom was referred the subject of the Pacific
Railroad . . . submit the following views . . . and report: 36th
Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 428. 29 pp.
The minority report favors the southern route through El Paso and Yuma.

1069-E. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the memorial of Antoine Robidoux, a citizen of the
Territory of New Mexico . . . report: 36th Congo 1st Sess.
1859-1860. H.R. 496. I p.
Claim for travel expenses home from California following his wounding at
the battle of San Pascual and subsequent discharge. Recommended.

1069-F. Report. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 508.
39PP'
The caption title of this report is "Slavery in the Territory of New Mexico," and recommends passage of a bilI which would repeal acts of the New
Mexico legislature authorizing slavery or involuntary servitude, except as
punishment of crime. There is also a minority report.

1069-G. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
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was referred a bill to provide for the completion of the military
road from Fort Union to Santa Fe, New Mexico, report: 36th
Congo IstSess. 1859-1860. H.R. 509.3 pp.
Passage recommended. Estimates of cost given.

1070-A. Report: The Committee of Claims, to whom was referred Senate resolution 27, "authorizing the settlement of the accounts of John R. Bartlett . . ." beg leave to report: 36th Congo
1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 522. I p.
Recommends the Department of Interior settle and close up whole matter.

107o-B. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of the volunteers of New Mexico, submit
the following report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860. H.R. 537.
2pp.
Gives brief background and approves payment.

1070-C. Report: The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom
was referred the petition of Mrs. Ana M. RoJas y Robaldo, widow
of Francisco Robaldo, report: 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
H.R. 600. 3 pp.
Again recommends payment. Identical with H.R. 473, 35th Congo 1St Sess.
Serial 968.

1076. Report: To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled. The
Court of Claims respectfully presents the following documents as
the report in the case of Alexander M. Jackson, adm'r of John
Gorman, vs. The United States. 36th Congo 1st Sess. 1859-1860.
H.R.C.C. 25 1.64 pp.
Claim for pay not received by Gorman for taking the 1850 census in Rio
Arriba County, New Mexico. Payment recommended.

1078. Report of the Secretary of the Interior. 36th Congo 2d
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Sess. 1860-1861. S.E.D.
57° pp.]

75
I.

[Part 1 of Message from the President.

Secretary comments on work on the El Paso to Yuma road and completion
of field work on survey of boundaries between territories and Texas (p. 47).
Commissioner comments on and summarizes progress of the land survey in
New Mexico (pp. 61-62). The brief report of the New Mexico surveyor
general adds a few details (pp. 173-175). Commissioner of Indian Affairs
comments on little improvement in New Mexico and concurs in proposed
removal of Gila Apache and their union with other bands (P.243). New
Mexico superintendent gives account of continued Navajo hostilities; affairs among Jicarilla and Mescalero Apache with comment on whiskey
dealers. Notes that Agent Steck has been given authority to locate a reserve for Mimbres and Mogollon Apache and recommends Jicarilla and
Mescalero be moved to same area (pp. 381-386). Carson reports on the Indians of northern New Mexico and Agent Kendrick on the pueblos (pp.
387-391). The Tucson agent reports on the Pima, Maricopa, and Papago
(pp. 39 1-393).

1079. Report of the Secretary of War. 36th Congo 2d Sess.
1860-1861. S.E.D. I. [Part 2 of Message from the President. 996
pp.]
Report from the Department of New Mexico gives a detailed account of a
Navajo attack on Ft. Defiance (pp. 51-56). Scouts against Kiowa and
Comanche (pp. 56-59, 61-62). Transfer of troops from Utah; orders and
preparations for an expedition against the Navajo (pp. 60, 62-69). Adjutant's report tells of transfer of Utah troops, Navajo disturbances; brief
summaries of operations against the Navajo in New Mexico, and against
the Pinal Apache from Ft. Buchanan (pp. 189-19°, 199-2°5). Troops in
New Mexico (pp. 222-223). Military roads in New Mexico (pp. 296, 54054 1 ).

1089. The Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, to whom
was referred the memorial of George H. Giddings, of Texas . . .
report: 36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. S.M.D. 15· 9 pp.
Mostly consideration of legal points of contract for San Antonio to San
Diego mail.

1090. The Committee on Military Affairs and the Militia, to
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whom was referred the petition of George P. Ihrie . . . report:
36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. S.R. 301. 1 p.
A member of the boundary commission discharged at the Copper Mines
claims mileage from Santa Fe to his home in New Jersey. Recommended.

1097-A. Letter of the Secretary of State, transmitting the correspondence with the governor of the Territory of New Mexico,
in relation to the Indian disturbances in that Territory. 36th Congo
2dSess. 1860-1861. H.E.D. 24. 17Pp.
Correspondence and other material from 1858 and 1860. The latter deals
with Navajo disturbances reported by the Secretary of War (Serial 1079)
and particularly with the volunteer troops illegally formed by the citizens
of the Territory for expeditions against the Navajo.

1097-B. Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Interior, transmitting a transcript of certain private land claims in New Mexico.
36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. H.E.D. 28. 73 pp.
Petitions, documents of grant, translations, testimony, and other papers relating to five land grants confirmed by the surveyor general for New
Mexico.

1097-C. Letter from the Secretary of War, ad interim, transmitting additional estimate for suppression of Indian hostilities in
New Mexico. 36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. H.E.D. 33· 3 pp.
Asks $7°9,435, with statements of need.

1099. Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the year 1860.
Agriculture. 36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. H.E.D. 48.504 pp.
Trees of New Mexico and Arizona listed (pp. 433-434).

110o-A. Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Interior, transmitting a letter from the surveyor general of New Mexico relative
to the numbering of certain private land claims. 36th Congo 2d
Sess. 1860-1861. H.E.D. 57.2 pp.
Corrects numbering of claim of Gervacio Noland and the Canon de Agua
grant.
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1IOo-B. Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Interior, transmitting documents in relation to the private land claim of the heirs
of Luis Maria C. de Baca. 36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. H.E.D.
58. 13 pp.
Papers relating to the grant to Don Luis Maria de Baca called the Ojo del
Espiritu Santo grant.

1109. Report: To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: The
Court of Claims respectfully presents the following documents as
the report in the case of Brevoort & Houghton vs. the United
States. 36th Congo 2d Sess. 1860-1861. H.R.C.C. 266. 48 pp.
Papers connected with a claim for payment for carrying the mail between
Santa Fe and San Antonio by way of El Paso in 1854.
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Abert, Lt. James W., 506-B, 517
AbO,772
Acoma, pueblo, 613, 899-B
Agriculture, N.M., 589-B, 646, 659,667
Agua Negra grant, 967
Alvarez, Manuel, 562-E
Anton Chico grant, 1047
Apache Indians, 587-A, 626, 746, 810,
919-B, 974-B, 1023, 1078; military
operations against, 554-B, 613, 811,
920,975, 1051, 1079; raids, 549,
587-B, 613, 1024. See also names of
individual groups.
Archives, N.M., 741-F, 810, 867-D, 875
Archuleta, Diego, 919-B
Arizona, descriptions, 517, 547,626,
627-A,668, 758-68, 832-34, 929-B,
959-B,984-A, 1048,1058; land
grants, 939-A. See also Territorial
government.
Armendariz, Pedro, land grant, 1047
Army, in Arizona, 1008, 1024, 1035; in
N.M., 493, 521-A, 537-B, 549, 587-B,
611,630, 631-A, 631-B, 659, 691,
742-C, 743-A, 747, 775, 811, 827,
836-A, 836-B, 836-C, 876, 912-D,
920,965,971,976, 1008, 1018-D,
1018-E, 1024, 1035, 1067-A, 1069-C,
1097-C. See also Military posts,
military supplies, individual names of
forts.
Army of the West, 505,517
Baca, Luis Maria C. de, land grant,
1100-B
Baca grant, 1040, 1047
Bailey, G., 974-B, 977
Baker, Indian agent, 1023
Baker, Grafton, 742-B
Bartlett, John Russell, 620-A, 626,
627-A, 627-B, 665, 688, 752, 921,
939-B, 1070-A. See also Boundary
Commissions.
Bayard, William, 606-B
Beale, Edward F., 929-B, 959-B, 1048,
1068, 1070-A

Beaubien-Miranda grant, 906-A, 967.
See also Maxwell grant.
Belen grant, 967
Bent, Charles, 521-A, 557
Blake, William P., 759
Bonneville, Col. Benjamin L. E., 919-B,
975,1024
Bosque del Apache grant, 1047
Botany, 517, 758-68, 832-34, 1058;
N.M., 511
Boundary, U.S.-Mexican, 506-A, 509-A,
509-B, 516, 726, 742-B, 810, 821,
832-34; Commissions, 557, 558-A,
612, 620-A, 626, 627-A, 627-B,
658-A, 658-B, 660-A, 660-B, 660-C,
665,671,688,690,717,752,821,
832-34, 929-A, 939-B, 939-C, 1018-A,
1039-A, 1039-B, 1070-A, 1090. See
also Gadsden Purchase Treaty,
Guadalupe Hidalgo Treaty.
Bowler, Thomas F., 1069-A
Bracito grant, 906-A, 967
Brazier, Richard, 1067-D
Brevoort & Houghton, 1109
Brown, Russell & Co., 742-A
Buchanan, James, 509-A
Butterfield Overland Mail, 921, 977,
984-B, 1025, 1031
Calhoun, James S., 550, 557, 587-A,
613
California, 557, 565, 573, 867-A, 1024;
Indians, 521-B, 906-B; land claims,
533-B
Camels, 691, 876, 929-B, 959-B, 1024
Canadian River, 535, 790, 974-B, 1023
Canon de Agua grant, 1097-B, 1100-A
Canon de San Diego grant, 1047
Canyon de Chelly, 1024
Carleton, Maj. James Henry, 772
Carson, Christopher (Kit), 919-B, 974-B,
1023,1078
Casa Colorada grant, 906-A, 967
Chamita grant, 1047
Chihuahua, 511
Chilili grant, 967
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Chiricahua Apache, 1023
Climate, 589-A, 758-68, 827, 984-A,
1035, 1058
Clymer, Joseph, 808, 972
Cocopa Indians, 906-B
Collins, James, 1023
Colorado River, 587-B, 620-C, 668, 835,
867-A, 975, 1048, 1058; Indians,
906-B
Comanche Indians, 554-A, 577-A, 613,
1024,1079
Cooke, Lt. Col. Philip St. George, 517,
547
Copper Mines, 627-A, 1090
Crump, J. R, 1068
Cunningham, Francis A., 836-C
Daniel Waldo & Co., 1018-B
Davis, W. W. H., 919-B
Derby, Lt. George H., 620-C
Diseases, 827, 1035
Dona Ana, 975
Doniphan, Col. Alexander W., 511
Duran de Armijo, Vicente, land grant,
1047
Easton, Capt. Langdon C., 631-B, 836-A
Eaton, E. W., land grant, 967
Edwards, Benjamin E., land grant,
891-B,938-B
El Paso, 511, 558-A, 561-A, 562-A,
660-C, 939-C, 972, 984-A, 1039-B,
1078,1109
Emory, Lt. Col. William H., 505, 517,
626, 627-B, 688, 759, 821, 832-34,
929-A
Engelmann, George, 511
Engle, F. E., 1048
Fernandez, Domingo, land grant, 967
Fitzpatrick, Thomas, 503-B
Flores, Andres, land grant, 891-B
Ft. Buchanan, 975, 1008, 10'24, 1035,
1079
Ft. Conrad, 659, 827
Ft. Defiance, 659, 827, 929-B, 975,
1024, 1051, 1079
Ft. Fillmore, 659, 975
Ft. Mohave, 1024, 1035

Ft. Smith, Ark., 535, 554-A, 577-A,
606-B, 1048, 1066
Ft. Stanton, 1024
Ft. Thome, 975, 1035
Ft. Union, 659, 966, 1035, 1069-G
Ft. Yuma, 557, 587-B, 659, 691, 811,
827, 832-34, 835, 867-A, 876, 891-A,
906-B, 976, 984-A, 1024
Gadsden Purchase Treaty, 726, 821,
832-34,875
Galisteo, 1024
Gallegos, Jose Manuel, 742-D, 866-A,
866-C, 867-C, 868-A
Garcia, Juan Antonio, land grant, 967
Geology, Ariz., 758-68, 832-34, 1058;
N.M., 511, 741-G, 758-68, 832-34,
919-B, 1016-A
Giddings, George H., 837-B, 868-C,
1089
Gila Apache Indians, 746, 1078
Gila River, 557, 558-A, 620-C, 919-B,
920
Glanton, John, 587-B
Gordon, George M., land grant, 836-E
Gorman, John, 974-B, 1076
Graham, Lt. Col. James D., 626, 627-A,
627-B,688
Gran Quivira, 772
Grapes, 1028
Graves, E. A, 746
Gray, Andrew B., 626, 627-B, 665, 752,
1023. See also Boundary Commissions.
Gray, Asa, 759
Guadalupe Hidalgo, Treaty of, 506-A,
509-A, 509-B, 516, 558-B, 562-C
Hall, Jacob, 837-A, 870-C, 1069-B
Hays, J. c., 557
Heintzelman, S. P., 906-B
Hopi Indians, 613, 1024
Ihrie, George P., 1039-A, 1090
Indian Service, N.M., 550, 695-A,
741-A,899-B
Indians, 558-B, 563-F, 688, 758-68;
Ariz., 832-34, 919-B, 974-B, 1023,
1024; Calif., 521-B; hostilities, 521-A,
558-B, 837-B, 912-D, 920, 929-C,
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Indians, cont.,
959-A, 975, 1016-C, 1018-D, 1038-B,
1067-B, 1069-B, 1097-A, 1097-C;
languages, 562-B; N.M., 503-B, 521-B,
550, 557, 563-F, 587-A, 587-B, 589-B,
612,613, 658-B, 690, 698, 721-A,
741-A, 746, 810,875, 919-B, 936,
974-B, 975, 1023, 1024, 1078; Oregon,
521-B. See also individual Indian
groups.
Inscription Rock, 562-B
Isham, Giles S., appeal for land grant,
939-A
Isleta, pueblo, 899-A
Ives, Lt. Joseph C., 975, 1058
Jicarilla Apache, 690, 741-B, 746, 747,
811, 919-B, 974-B, 1023, 1078
Johnson, Thomas S. J., 742-C, 971
Johnston, A. R., 517
Jornada del Muerto, 741-E, 876
Jornada del Muerto grant, 1047
Kearny, Gen. Stephen Watts, 493,499,
503-B, 520, 537-B, 562-C
Kearny Code, 499, 520, 912-C
Kendrick, Silas F., 1078
Kiowa Indians, 1079
Laguna, pueblo, 613, 899-B, 1047
Land, surveys, 533-B, 746, 810,875,
899-A, 899-B, 919-B, 974-B, 1023,
1078
Land claims, 912-A, 919-A; Ariz.,
939-A; N.M., 530, 533-B, 741-H, 810,
836-D, 875, 890, 891-B, 899-A,
906-A, 919-B, 938-A, 938-B, 955, 957,
967, 1016-B, 1023, 1040, 1047,
1097-B; Texas, 836-D, 891-B, 938-A,
938-B. See also individual names and
Land, surveys.
Lane, William Carr, 742-B, 742-D
Las Trampas grant, 1047
Las Vegas, 503-B; grant, 1040, 1047
Letterman, Jonathan, 867-B
Los Trigos grant, 967
Lucas, Daniel, 1069-C
Macomb, Capt. John N., 976

Mail service, 921, 1025, 1057; N.M.,
741-1, 837-A, 837-B, 868-C, 870-C,
1069-A, 1109; S. Antonio-S. Diego,
977, 1025, 1089. See also Butterfield
Overland Mail.
Manzano grant, 1047
Marcy, Capt. Randolph B., 562-A, 577-A
Maricopa Indians, 974-B, 1023, 1078
Maricopa Wells, 876
Martin, Sebastian, land grant, 1047
Martinez, Francisco, land grant, 875
Maxwell grant, 906-A, 967
McCall, Col. George A., 589-B
McClellan, Lt. Col. John, 620-A
McFerran, Capt. John c., 775, 836-B,
965, 1018-E, 1067-A
McKnight, Brent & Wood, 525
McLaws, Capt. L., 63CJ
Meriwether, David, 746, 810, 875
Mescalero Apache, 746,811, 875, 1078
Mesilla, 742-B
Messervy, William S., 606-A
Mexican War, 493, 503-A, 503-B, 505,
520; casualties, 507; claims, 743,
870-A, 968, 1067-E, 1069-E
Meyer, James, 939-C, 1018-A, 1039-B
Michler, Lt. Nathaniel, 832-34
Military posts, 1008; N.M., 521-B, 611,
659, 1008, 1024. See also individual
names.
Military supplies, 537-B, 587-B, 611,
631-A, 659, 742-A, 742-C, 808, 971,
972, 1018-B, 1051
Militia, N.M., 868-E, 1038-B, 1070-B,
1097-A
Mimbres Apache, 1023, 1078
Minerals, N.M., 741-G, 919-B
Mines, 533-B; N.M., 506-B, 629-B
Mining law, N.M., 629-B
Mogollon Apache, 1023, 1078
Mohave Indians, 659, 1024
Montoya, Pablo, land grant, 1097-B
Mora, 968; battle, 503-B; grant, 1047,
1097-B, 1100-A
Mormon Battalion, 517, 520, 547,
1067-D
Mowry, Lt. Sylvester, 1023
Munroe, Col. John, 561-B, 577-B, 630
Myer, James, see Meyer
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Nambe grant, 899-A
Nauman, Col. George, 906-B
Navajo Indians, 562-B, 810, 867-B,
919-B, 974-B, 1023; hostilities, 549,
550, 562-B, 587-A, 6Il, 613, 975,
1023, 1024, 1051, 1078, 1079, 1097-A
New Mexico, constitution,. 562-D;
description, 506-B, 5Il, 517, 547,
554-A, 577-A, 589-B, 626, 627-A,
758-68, 832-34, 1048; education,
911-B; elections, 742-D, 866-A, 866-C,
867-C, 868-A; federal officials, 557,
620-B, 641; governors, 853, 866-B;
laws, 499, 520, 629-A, 629-B, 912-C;
penitentiary, 963, 1006, 1050. See also
Mexican War, Territorial government.
New Mexico Mining Company, 1097-B
Noland, Gervacio, land grant, 1097-B,
1l00-A
Oatman Massacre, 688, 912-B
Ojito de las Gallinas grant, 875
Ojo del Espiritu Santo grant, l100-B
Oregon, Indians, 521-B, 906-B
Ortiz, Antonio, land grant, 1097-B
Ortiz, Gaspar, land grant, 1047
Ortiz Mine grant, 1097-B
Otero, Miguel A., 866-A, 866-C,
867-C, 868-A
Pacific Railroad surveys, 691, 695-B,
721-B, 736-39, 758-68, 811, 876. See
also Railroads.
Papago Indians, 919-B, 974-B, 1023,
1024,1078
.
Parke, Lt. John G., 759, 764
Pena, Juan de Dios, land grant, 967
Perea, Jose L., land grant, 967
Perea, Pedro Jose, land grant, 967
Pima Indians, 832-34, 919-B, 974-B,
1023,1078
Pinal Apache, 1051, 1079
Pino, Juan Estevan, land grant, 875
Pope, Capt. John, 975
Price, Col. Sterling, 503-B
Public lands, 690, 836-E. See also Land,
surveys.
Pueblo Indians, 557, 613, 746, 810, 875,
899-A, 899-B, 957, 1023, 1078.

Quarai,772
Railroads, 670, 695-B, 1065, 1069-D.
See also Pacific Railroad surveys.
Ramirez, Jose Serafin, land grant, 967.
See also Canon de Agua.
Rio Arriba County, 868-E
Rio Grande, bridges, 868-D; survey, 688
Roads, 535, 547, 606-B, 975, 984-A,
1066, 1068, 1076; Ariz., 929-B,
959-B,977, 1048; N.M., 535, 554-A,
577-A, 577-C, 606-B, 656, 741-C, 747,
966,976,977, 1024, 1069-G, 1079
Robaldo, Francisco, 968, 1070-C
Robidoux, Antoine, 870-A, 1069-E
Russell, William H., 742-A
Russell & Jones, 631-A

St. Vrain, Ceian, land grant, 967, 1040
Salazar Ilarregui, Jose, 821 .
Salt Lakes, 629-B
San Cristobal grant, 967
San Isidro grant, 1047
San Juan River, 1024
San Miguel County, 868-E
San Pedro grant, 967
Sanchez, Enrique, 563-E
Sanchez, Mariano, land grant, 1047
Sanchez, Pedro, land grant, 1047
Sandia grant, 899-A
Sandoval, Antonio, land grant, 967, 1047
Santa Fe, army buildings, 659; capitol,
741-D, 911-A, 963, 1006, 1050;
description, 5Il
Santa Rosalia mine, 1097-B
Scolly, John, land grant, 967, 1040
Simpson, Lt. James Harvey, 554-A,
562-A, 562-B, 577-A
Sitgreaves, Capt. Lorenzo, 668
Slavery, 563-B, 563-D, 1069-F
Slidell, John, 509-A
Smith, Hugh N., 581, 584
Smithsonian Institution, 772, 867-B
Socorro, 827
Steck, Michael, 919-B, 974-B, 1023,
1078
Sturgis, Lt. Samuel D., 775
Sumner, Col. Edwin V., 6Il
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Verbiski, Joseph, 891-A
Vigil, Cornelio, land grant, 967, 1040
Vigil, Donaciano, 521-A
Vigil, Juan B., land grant, 1047
Vigil, Juan Jesus, 743
Vigil, Ramon, land grant, 1047
Volcker, Henry, land grant, 836-D,
868-B, 938-A

Tajique grant, 1047
Taos, 1847 revolt, 503-B, 521-A, 525,
968,1018-C
Tecolote grant, 967
Tejon grant, 1047
Telegraphs, 670
Territorial government, 912-A; Ariz.,
912-A, 919-A, 936, 974-A, 1038-A;
N.M., 499, 521-A, 533-A, 537-A, 557,
561-A, 561-B, 562-D, 562-E, 563-A,
563-C, 563-E, 565, 581, 584, 587-B,
606-B, 629-A, 853, 870-B, 911-C,
1067-C
Texas, 557-C, 836-D; boundary, 521-A,
545, 554-B, 557, 561-A, 562-C, 563-C,
565, 577-B, 579, 790
Tierra Amarilla grant, 875, 899-A
Tobawatche Indians, 1023
Tome grant, 875
Torreon grant, 1047
Torrey, John, 517,759
Trees, N.M. and Ariz., 1099
Trist, Nicholas, 506-A, 509-A, 516
Trujillo, Francisco, land grant, 967

Walker, Indian agent, 1023
Washington, Indians, 906-B
Washington, J. M., 549, 562-B
Water rights, 629-B
Water supply, 741-E, 811, 876, 975,
1024
Weightman, Richard H., 562-E, 870-B,
964
Weller, John B., 557, 558-A
Whipple, Lt. Arnie! Weeks, 589-A, 688,
695-B, 737, 760
Whiting, David B., 641, 1067-C
Wislizenus, Frederick A., 511
Wood,629-B
Wood, James B., 912-D, 1067-E

Utah, 563-A, 1079
Ute Indians, 554-B, 690, 746, 810, 811,
919-B,974-B, 1023

Yost, S. M., 919-B
Yuma Indians, 589-A, 659, 832-34,
906-B,919-B

Valdez, Jose Maria, 1018-C
Valle, Alexander, land grant, 967
Valverde grant, 1047

Zia grant, 899-A
Zoology, 668, 758-68, 832-34, 1058
Zuni Indians, 562-B, 587-A, 668
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FRONTIER SETTLEMENT IN MEXICAN CALIFORNIA: THE HiJAR-PADIUJS
COLONY, AND ITs ORIGINS, 1769-1835. By C. Alan Hutchinson. New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1969. Pp. XV, 457. Maps,
apps., bibliog., index. $10.00.
SPAIN'S VAST COLONIAL EMPIRE, and the means by which it was established and maintained, is of perennial interest and has produced an extensive literature. The flood goes on, as students probe some part of this
structure, or add new facts or interpretations. In this study the author
limits his investigation basically to Alta California.
The background' chapters offer a broad analysis of Russia's entry into
the Pacific, and the effect on Spanish policy of her penetration of the
Aleutian Islands, Alaska, and the Pacific Coast well down into California.
Spain's chief rivals for the Pacific were Russia and England, in particular
the former. Hutchinson analyzes the diplomatic maneuverings which preceded Galvez's decision to inaugurate the occupation of California through
the Portola-Serra expedition in 1769, and concludes that it was indeed
Russia that was to be feared at that time, rather than England or any other
power.
Once the decision to advance into California had been made, it was
done by the traditional method - establishment of missions for the Indians, with reliance on missionaries to develop an agricultural society, supported by towns and presidios, that would enable Spain to hold the territory against possible enemies, while at the same time bringing to the
Indians the benefits of a Christian life and the most advanced culture of
the age. This system brought with it many problems because of the very
nature of the mission system and because the natives were unable to advance to the envisioned stage of independence and self-reliance.
While the author gives this general background, it is secularization of
the missions that is the central theme of his book. Secularization, as empire policy, was adopted by Spain's Cortes on September 13, 1813. All
missions were to be turned over to the secular clergy within ten years "without any excuse or pretext of any kind." The former missionaries were to
be given new posts and their lands divided among the Indians and various
settlers and officials. On the basis of this law, the author discusses the mission system in California, particularly after Mexico became independent
in 1821. He deals at length with discussions in the Mexican Congress
about the problem, the danger of foreign intrusion, and what the nation's
policy ought to be. Secularization of the missions continued to be the ultimate official goal, although it was resisted in California - partly because
the missionaries were Spanish and not in sympathy with the Mexican
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revolutionary changes, and partly because they felt the Indians could not
take care of themselves and that with the demise of the mission system all
of its charitable work for the natives and for California would be lost.
This essential background occupies the first 141 pages of the book, followed by a chapter on the internal situation in California from Echeandfa
to Figueroa. The remainder of the study, pp. 181-402, details the story of
the Hfjar-Padres colony, part of a project devised in Mexico to deal with
the secularization problem by further Mexican colonization of California.
President Santa Anna, elected in 1833, had retired immediately to his
ranch after the election, leaving his vice-president, G6mez Farias, and other
liberals to assume the burden of government. One of their new laws, in
1833, provided for the Hijar-Padres colony, called the G6mez Farias colony
by the author. The old order in California was to be changed. Hfjar was
to replace Figueroa as governor, secularization of the missions and division
of their lands was to proceed. This and other legislation enacted by the
liberals, although badly needed, raised such a storm of protest that Santa
Anna returned to the presidency to calm the troubled political waters. He
immediately sent word, by special courier to California, that Hfjar was to
be removed as governor and Figueroa reinstated. This message, sent after
the colonists had departed from Mexico, left the old order in power, continued protection of the missionaries in their posts, and virtually nullified
the G6mez Farias legislation, leading to a protracted quarrel between the
Hijar-Padres group and Figueroa, and to the colony's eventual failure.
This is a fine study, especially comprehensive in its treatment of official
policy and legislative enactments affecting the colony. With regard to the
dissensions between the colonists and local officials it should be noted that
no one in California - governor, missionaries, or settlers - favored the new
order which threatened them, nor was there any special love in California
for independent Mexico. Generally speaking, California remained loyal to
Spain, leading to an acrimonious situation and the ultimate failure of the
experiment. The author, apparently attached to the- Gomez Farias colony
and its program of colonization, gives a rather critical estimate of Figueroa
and his administration, notably as described in his Manifiesto of r835. Notwithstanding its thorough treatment of the subject, the book is not likely
to be the final word on this topic.

The University of California, Berkeley

GEORGE

P. HAMMOND
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THE MISSOURI EXPEDITION 1818-1820: THE JOURNAL OF SURGEON JOHN
GALE WITH RELATED DOCUMENTS. Ed. by Roger L. Nichols. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1969. Pp. xxvii, 145. Illus., maps, app.,
bibliog., index. $5.95.
To PROTECT THE AMERICANS in the fur trade of the Upper Missouri, and
to control the Indians and prevent infiltration of British traders, military
expeditions were planned by the War Department to establish forts on
the Upper Missouri. This gave rise to the well known Yellowstone Expedition. The first of the expeditions which resulted from these plans went up
the Missouri in 1818 and 1819 under Colonel Henry Atkinson. This resulted in the establishment of a fort at Council Bluffs. The journal and
other documents in the volume under review deal with the military branch
of the Yellowstone Expedition, more accurately called the Missouri Expedition, comprising a four-part troop movement in 1818 and 1819. Only two
of those parts are included in this volume. The panic of 1819, plus Congress' failure to appropriate more money caused by mismanagement on the
part of contractors and political opposition to Calhoun, led to the ending
of the Yellowstone Expedition.
A few years ago the present reviewer, in editing his "Manuel Lisa,"
found the diary of Kavanaugh in the Beinecke Collection of rare books in
the Yale University Library and with permission quoted excerpts from it
relating to Lisa. He did not question the authorship of the diary and simply
took the notation on it that it was written by Kavanaugh. However, Pmfessor Nichols, who utilized the diary in full in his excellent General Henry
Atkinson: A Western Military Career, published by the University of
Oklahoma Press in 1965, questioned the authorship of the diary. By using
internal historical evidence, he argues cogently that the diary was not written by Kavanaugh, but by the Surgeon, John Gale. In this reviewer's
mind, although he accepts the historical judgment of Professor Nichols,
there is still some internal evidence that does not support, or that could be
used to argue against, that conclusion.
The narrative illustrates the use of keelboats and steamboating on the
Missouri, conditions of river transportation, and includes a stark, rather
unpleasant description of army life in the early nineteenth century. It
describes the first sizable government-sponsored expedition up the Missouri River after Lewis and Clark. It gives good detail of the West, its settlement and conditions.
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To supplement the narrative, and to fill in gaps, Professor Nichols has
added a number of letters and orders of Col. Atkinson tracing the progress
from Plattsburgh, N.Y., to Pittsburgh, and down the Ohio River to St.
Louis. The manuscript begins with the starting point of the expedition
from Fort Bellefontaine, the first date of major entry being August 31,
1818. It ends with the entry of March 19, 1820. There are some additional entries and letterbooks used by Dr. Gale for his medical correspondence, going as far as September ;, 1820. The original manuscript of Dr.
Gale contains ;8 pages, and the supplementary material 13 additional
pages. Together with Professor Nichols' meticulous editorial notes, this
constitutes pages 3-88 of the printed volume. The remainder of the rather
slender volume (pp. 89-126) contains an appendix of 38 letters and documents dated from March 16, 18 I 8, to April 7, 1820.
This volume is handsomely printed and contains a number of illustrations, including pictures of Atkinson, John O'Fallon, Benjamin O'Fallon,
and Manuel Lisa, as well as a map of the Missouri bottom, sample page of
the manuscript, sketches of cantonments, and the mouth of the Missouri
River. It contains a full bibliography and an index plus an introduction giving the author's arguments for Dr. Gale being the author of the manuscript.
We are indebted to Professor Nichols for his work on Atkinson, and the
beginnings of the Yellowstone Expedition.
San Diego State College

A. P. NASATill

WELLS, FARGO DETECTIVE: THE BIOGRAPHY OF JAMES B. HUME. By
Richard Dillon. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1969. Pp. 320.
IIIus., sources, index. $7.9;.
JAMES B. HUME was one of the most famous detectives in the nation's
history. His reputation and renown resulted from two factors: an extraordinary ability in the profession and the fame of his employer, Wells,
Fargo & Co. Born on an Indiana farm, he migrated to California at the
time of the Gold Rush. After an unrewarding career as a prospector, he
turned to law enforcement. Immediately successful in tracking and arresting highwaymen disguised as Confederate agents who held up stages on
the trans-Sierra route from Sacramento via Placerville to western Nevada,
Hume was rewarded with election as sheriff of El Dorado county. Although an effective and popular public servant, he became embroiled in
political factionalism and lost an election. Wells, Fargo & Co., whose cause
he had repeatedly served as a lawman by recovering treasure taken from
stages, immediately employed him as Chief Special Officer.
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In the more than thirty years that Hume worked for Wells, Fargo, he
was fiercely loyal to his employer, tireless in his work, and demonstrated
a passion for duty. Naturally his trail crossed those of ruthless killers like
the Dalton brothers, clever thieves as Black Bart who held up close to
thirty stages, the railroad robbers, John Sontag and Chris Evans, and embezzlers including the notorious Charles W. Banks. Protecting the treasure
in stagecoaches was big business. In 1885, Hume reported there had been
3 I 3 stage robberies since 1872; $4 15,3 I 2 had been stolen from the company, and the war on the road agents to protect Wells, Fargo & Co.'s
reputation had cost $917,726. As he traveled hither and yon wherever
Wells, Fargo had offices or made shipments by stage and rail, operating
like a modern-day agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation assisting
local law enforcement officials, Hume had little opportunity for a personal
life and remained a bachelor until fifty-seven. Then, after a five-year courtship, he was married in the home of the warden of San Quentin, and became a devoted husband and father. Hume lived in a man's world, full of
action, conflict, and excitement, and the factual details of his career, as
delineated by Dillon, rival the most exciting detective fiction. The book
is a must for those who like to read about cops and robbers.
Dillon's publishers bill him as "one of the country's foremost writershistorians." Writer, par excellence, he is; historian he is not. As usual, he
refuses to take the time to document the sources of the material he quotes
throughout the volume. Without these extensive excerpts from Hume's
letters to his family, his longtime sweetheart and wife, and to his employers, the story of his career and the delineation of his personality would
have been impossible. In a brief, one-sentence paragraph, next to the last
in an essay on "sources," Dillon reveals that hundreds of letters, telegrams,
newspaper clippings, and photographs are available in the History Room,
Wells, Fargo Bank, San Francisco. Any future researcher interested in a
single facet or event of Hume's career will find it necessary to work through
all these same extensive materials with the same diligence to obtain what
he needs. As in his earlier books, Dillon makes no contribution to the collective ongoing historical scholarship of the many students of western
America. Few men have as great an ability to assess the public's interest in
a subject, to ferret out the source materials and to exploit them to the
fullest, but the finished product is ephemeral. It is a case of great talent
wasted.

University of California} Davis

W. TURRENTINE JACKSON
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THE WAY 1'0 RAINY MOUNTAIN. By N. Scott Momaday. Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1969. Pp. 88. Illus. $4.95.
N. SCOTT MOMADAY, Kiowa Indian, grew up in Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico, but he has nostalgia for the Medicine Mound country, the country of
Rainy Mountain in Oklahoma, where his people ended their long migration from the Northwest (Montana, Wyoming, Colorado). Like his grandmother, he has a kind of racial memory, not only of this land but of all
that land which his people moved through in some three hundred years.
"Although my grandmother lived out her long life in the shadow of Rainy
Mountain, the immense landscape of the continental interior lay like
memory in her blood. She could teU of the Crows, whom she had never
seen, and of the Black Hills, where she had never been." So Momaday
took a pilgrimage back over all this land. "I wanted to see in reality what
she had seen more perfectly in the mind's eye." The mind's eye, with him,
is perceptive, acute, sensitive, and highly imaginative. It evokes the feel of
the land and of the people and adds also the search for, and almost certainly the discovery of, the self - the self through the whole people, and
the people against the background of the land. "From the beginning the
migration of the Kiowas was an expression of the human spirit, and that
expression is most truly made in terms of wonder and delight: 'There
were many people, and oh, it was beautiful. That was the beginning of
the Sun Dance. It was all for Tai-me, and it was a long time ago.'"
So there is first the land, and then the legends and the history of the people, and a few vivid memories and remembrances to place the self. This
is the logic of the organization of this very brief book: land subtly evoked
aU through, with some twenty-four sections divided into three parts each,
the legend, then the history, then the self. Throughbut, these three parts
of each section are set apart typographically, with design by Bruce Gentry,
which is superb, and illustrations by Al Momaday, the author's father,
which are also superb.
You can get the beautifully nostalgic, poetic quality of the whole from
one section about as well as from another; also the clue to the structure
of the book. Section XXIV will do as well as any. First the legend about
the woman buried in a beautiful dress, "east of my grandmother's house,"
but now nobody knows exactly where. ". . . her grave is unmarked. She
was buried in a cabinet, and she wore a beautiful dress. How beautiful it
was! It was one of those fine buckskin dresses, and it was decorated with
elk's teeth and beadwork. That dress is still there, under the ground." Second, the actual high mocassins of the actual grandmother, Aho, "made of
softest, cream-colored skins," with "a bright disc of beadwork - an eightpointed star, red and pale blue on a white field." Third and finally, Scott
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Momaday the person, a very real and a very profound person, stating
plainly and clearly how he thinks one finds himself, what it is one ought
to have feelings about, back through the person to the people to the land:
East of my grandmother's house the sun rises out of the plain. Once in his life
a man ought to concentrate his mind upon the remembered earth, I believe.
He ought to give himself up to a particular landscape in his experience, to look
at it from as many angles as he can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it. He
ought to imagine that he touches it with his hands at every season and listens
to the sounds that are made upon it. He ought to imagine the creatures there
and all the faintest motions of the wind. He ought to recollect the glare of noon
and all the colors of the dawn and dusk.

Scott Momaday is a fine artist and so he does not overtly moralize; he
has no invidious comparisons, stated or implied. But doesn't the passage
just quoted make one wish to moralize? How does the person find oneself
except through the people and in relation to the land? The stance, the attitudes of reverence and joy, the poetry are what are important, not the
noise or the things or the fake prosperity or the power. Raping the land
and forgetting the people is not the way. And so what sometimes appears
today to be a terrible discontinuity between the generations of our peoplecouldn't it perhaps have in it something of a rediscovery, like Momaday's,
of what is real and enduring and beautiful?

The University of New Mexico

DUDLEY WYNN

THE GERONIMO CAMPAIGN. By Odie B. Faulk. New York: Oxford University Press, 1969. Pp. ix, 24,. IIlus., notes, bibliog., index. $6.00.

Lum ROBIN HOOD AND BILLY THE KID, Geronimo has achieved an immortality of sorts. The dramatic story of the Geronimo campaign of 188,86 aroused public interest at the time and still has great popular appeal. It
is to suit this popular taste that Professor Faulk has written his colorful
account of the campaign. The lively style and numerous photographs as
well as the familiar topic make it seem likely that the book will be much in
demand as a Christmas gift for youngsters.
The serious student of history may question the heavy dependence on
secondary material, especially since immense amounts of primary material
are readily available. The book contains some interesting bits from the
Sonoran archives but the Gatewood collection seems to have been used
mainly for its copies of official records. No new evidence of any significance
has been presented.
The author has made some startling, though perhaps trivial, errors such
as the statement that Carl Schurz was Secretary of Interior in the Arthur
administration. There are also misleading phrases. The Apache, for ex-
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ample, are credited with "concerted rebellion" against Mexico even though
one of the most notable features of Indian warfare was the lack of concerted effort and there is no evidence that it existed in this instance.
Neither can the word "rebellion" be considered appropriate in this context.
In another passage the Delaware "tribe" is accused of bounty hunting for
Apache scalps. Individual Delaware were a familiar sight on the frontier,
but one might just as well speak of a "tribe" of mountain men.
A few pages on the Powder River war and a chapter on army life, while
interesting in themselves, are distracting side excursions. Most strenuous
objection must be made to the persistent use of the epithets "squaw" and
"buck," terms which Indians find particularly offensive.
Professor Faulk has, quite rightly, not been content to end the tale with
the capture of Geronimo. The sad exile of the peaceful Chiricahua and
the fate and fortunes of the principal participants are very much a part of
the story. It may be questioned, however, whether General Miles needs to
be quite so thoroughly castigated even though the perusal of his correspondence seldom fails to arouse the greatest indignation in the researcher.
The student of Indian history may feel that the final chapter, "Geronimo's Triumph," is excessively eulogistic. All will agree that Geronimo,
like numerous other Apache, was a highly successful guerrilla leader. Few
would describe him as "a great American," or would even admit that he
possessed that nobility of character which could be seen in some of his contemporaries, as for example, Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce. University
libraries are not likely to regard The Geronimo Campaign as a necessary
addition to their already well-filled shelves on the Apache wars.

Tempe, Arizona

MARJORIE

H. WILSON
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of The Historical Society of New Mexico,
oldest society of its kind in the West, have been microfilmed by the
New Mexico State Records Center and Archives. Approximately
2,400 pages of documents were assembled, covering the years 1859
through 1958.
The documents include the original minute book of 1859 and
all extant minutes since that date. The material also includes incorporation papers, charters, constitutions, financial statements,
and annual and biennial reports.
The material is not only a collection of business records of the
Society but it includes much supplementary correspondence by
and to such historians as Lansing B. Bloom, Benjamin Read, Maurice G. Fulton, Ralph E. Twitchell, and others. Of particular importance is a large group of letters from the files of 1. Bradford
Prince relating to the Society. The material microfilmed also includes printed announcements, newspaper articles, and descriptions of some of the Society's collections. This section of the records
will be of greatest value to historians because of the variety of subjects concerned, although many of the minutes include comments
relative to historical matters.
This is the first time that the Society's records have been assembled in one collection. Most of the minute books had been in the
custody of the Museum of New Mexico; the Prince papers are in
the custody of the State Records Center and Archives; the Society
THE OFFICIAL RECORDS
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itself holds a collection of the printed reports. The Society owes a
debt of gratitude to the State of New Mexico Records Center, its administrator Joseph Halpin, and particularly to Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins, Deputy for Archives. Dr. Jenkins directed the work of microfilming, which was suggested by the Society's president. She was
assisted by two of the leading members of the Society: Miss Hester
Jones and Mrs. Loraine Lavender, both of Santa Fe. The Museum
of New Mexico cooperated fully in providing access to all records
in its custody. After microfilming, all documents were returned to
their previous depositories.
Records of the Historical Society of New Mexico is a microfilm
publication of the New Mexico State Records Center, 404 Montezuma Avenue, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501. The records are on
two reels of 35 mm. positive microfilm, at $9.00 per reel, postpaid.
Institutions, libraries, and individuals should order direct from the
State Records Center, not from the New Mexico Historical Review
or from the Society. The reels are not available for exchange.
JACK. D.

RITTENHOUSE,

President
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

T

HE EDITOR will be glad to consider manuscripts in accordance with the
established tradition of the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, a quarterly
journal for the publication of legitimate historical material of New Mexican and regional interest. The region is understood to include the area
of the Spanish Colonial Viceroyalty of New Spain north from Mexico
City, since the earlier history of New Mexico is an integral part of the
history of the expansion of the northern frontier of New Spain. The
NMHR has always welcomed and will continue to welcome papers from
experts in other fields when they are slanted to the historical point of
view; anthropology, archaeology, art, economics, ethnology, geography,
law, music, and sociology come to mind, but do not necessarily exhaust
the possibilities in this regard. Memoirs, diaries, letters, and the like will
also be welcome. The submission of pertinent illustrations, maps, charts,
etc., for consideration with articles and other papers is invited. Manuscripts and other editorial communications should be addressed to the
Editor, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS
1. Type on one side of 8~ by I I inch paper (preferably 16 lb. bond)
leaving ample margins all around, especially on the left-hand side (20
spaces). DOUBLE-SPACE EVERYTHING, including quotations and footnotes.
Avoid dividing words at the ends of lines.
2. Type footnotes separately at the end of the article.
3. Number the pages serially throughout. Identify each with your
name.
4. Type your name and address in the upper left-hand corner of the
first page. Type the title of the article in capitals two or three inches
from the top of the first page, followed by the author's or editor's name
on the next line:

Mary Browne

or

edited by Tom Jones

Begin the text on the same page.
). Submit the ribbon copy of the manuscript and keep at least one
carbon copy.
6. Short quotations should be enclosed in quotation marks and run
on in text. Long ones should be set off by extra space and indented on
both margins, but NOT single-spaced; use no quotation marks. Use square
brackets for any material interpolated by the author or editor that does
not appear in the original text quoted.
7. Spelling will generally follow Webster's New International Dictionary, 2nd ed.
8. Underline foreign words only the first time they appear, and when
necessary, define them. Do not italicize words considered Anglicized by
Webster's or Spanish words commonly used in subject matter of the
NMHR, e.g., acequia, adobe, alcalde, arroba, arroyo, audiencia, burro,
cabildo, canon, cedula, cienaga, conquista, conquistador, don, dona, fanega,
fray, legajo, legua, mesa, mina, padre, presidio, pueblo, torno, vara, viga,
villa, etc.
N.B. Fray, don, and dona are correctly used only before the given
name, never with the surname alone: Fray Alonso, or Fray Alonso de Posada, but Father Posada; Don Pedro or Don Pedro de Vargas, never Don
Vargas.
9. Plurals of Indian tribal names require no s: the Navajo, Aztec,
Pueblo, Hopi, etc.
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Citations in footnotes:

BooKs: In the first reference give the author's or authors' names in normal

order, the title of the book, underlined, place and date of publication in
parentheses, volume, page or chapter numbers:
I. John Gregory Bourke, On the Border with Crook (New York, 1892),

p.6.

When necessary, indicate which edition or printing you are using:
2. W. H. Emory, Lieutenant Emory Reports: A Reprint of Lieutenant W.
H. Emory's Notes of a Military Reconnoissance, Introduction and notes by
Ross Calvin (Albuquerque, 1951), pp. 1-16.

When there is reason to note that the book has been published as part
of a series:
3. Herbert E. Bolton, Coronado on the Turquoise Trail, Knight of Pueblos
and Plains (Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, vol. 1, Albuquerque, 1949), p. 101.

When only one work by an author is cited, subsequent references require
only the surname:
4. Bolton, p. 102.

If more than one work by the same author has been cited, use surname
and short title in subsequent references:
5. Bolton, Coronado, p. 108.
5. Bolton, Pageant, pp. 75-80.

When a citation immediately follows another citation to the same work
use Ibid.
ARTICLES: The author's name in normal order, the title of the article in
quotation marks, the name of the periodical, underlined, the volume or
volume numbers, and the year or years in parentheses. Cite the NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW as NMHR in all cases:

I. Charles W. Hackett, "Visitador Rivera's Criticisms of Aguayo's Work in
Texas," The Hispanic American Historical Review, vol. 16 (1936), pp. 162-72.
I. Alexander E. Jones, "Albert Pike as a Tenderfoot," NMHR, vol. 31
(1956), pp. 140-47.

In subsequent references use surname only, or surname and short title.

